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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Lecture 1, 13 Oct 2009 (Mikhail)

System Architecture
deals with the specification, implementation, verification and evaluation of
computer system hardware

Specification
deals with the formal (mathematical) and informal description of the
hardware unit
Example: x64 instruction set is a specification for the x64 processor

Implementation
is a building plan for the hardware unit
contains digital gates, circuits, registers and their interconnection

Verification
shows that implementation fulfills the specification of a hardware unit
which
contains digital gates, circuits, registers and their interconnection
we perform mathematical correctness proofs

Evaluation
from a given implementation derive formulas for cost and
delay of a hardware unit

Literature
S. M. Mueller and W. J. Paul. Computer Architecture: Complexity and
Correctness. Springer, 2000

Multicore System Architecture (Overview)
deals with specification and verification of a multicore computer system,
including

Processors and Memory
specifying x64 ISA

usable registers/memories
effect of execution of 1 instruction on registers/memories

reverse engineering memory system
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cache coherent shared memory: hardware level
sequentially consistent memory
cache construction
bus protocol
control automata
cache coherence protocol
formal proof is a great challenge

Tomasulo schedulers + MMU’s: cycle level
Compilers

compiler specification
optimizing compilers
calling convention

a scheme for how functions receive parameters and return a result
is used to specify C functions with external calls

Kernels/Hyperisors
initial setup (power up)

setting up page tables
MMUs walking page tables (PTs) in translated mode

what happens if one CPU reads PT, another one writes it?
structured parallel C

several threads running a program
simulating n threads by k (k ≤ n) threads

hypervisor specification
thread switch
shadow page tables

Formalities
Assistant: Mikhail Kovalev
Homepage:
http://www-wjp.cs.uni-sb.de/lehre/vorlesung/multicore_system_architecture/

ws0910/

Exam: an oral final exam
Exercise

one exercise sheet per week
group work allowed (max. group size 3)
requirements: 50% of the points, successful presentation of exercise solu-
tions
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1.2 Basics

Lecture 1, 13 Oct 2009 (cont.) (Mikhail)
Basic components: boolean connectives and flipflop

NOR gate

OR gate

inverter
flipflop

multiplexer

ce

0 1sl

AND gate

Hardware cycles
Value of x is cycle t is denoted by xt. For example the value of a flipflop s
can be defined in the following way.

st+1 =

{
xt cet

st otherwise

Idealized timing diagram is a timing diagram where we ignore hold times,
propagation delays, glitches and etc. Below is an example of an idealized
timing diagram

x

ck

ce

t t+1

s

cet cet+1

st

xt

st+1

xt+1

Natural numbers and bit strings
The bits in the bit vector a ∈ {0, 1}n are indexed from right to left with the
numbers from 0 to n− 1.

a = an−1 . . . a0 = a[n− 1 : 0]

For a bit string a = an−1 . . . a0 ∈ {0, 1}n the natural number 〈a〉 ∈ {0, . . . , 2n−
1} with binary representation a is denoted by

〈a〉 =

n−1∑
i=0

ai · 2i
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For bits x ∈ {0, 1} and natural numbers n, we denote by xn the string
consisting of n copies of x.

xn =

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
x . . . x

Concatenation of the bit strings a and b is denoted by a ◦ b.
Byte k of a bit string

Let X = X[8n − 1 : 0] and 0 ≤ k < n. The function byte(k,X) extracts
the content of the k-th byte from the bit string X.

byte(k,X) = X[8k + 7 : 8k].

Reading of the b consecutive bytes from the memory m :: N→ {0, 1}8 starting
from the address a is denoted by mb(a)

mb(a) = m(a+ b− 1) ◦ . . .m(a).

Address decoder
Specification

An n-decoder is a circuit with inputs a[n− 1 : 0] and outputs Y [2n− 1 : 0]
such that for all i the following property holds:

Y [i] = 1⇔ 〈a〉 = i

a[n− 1 : 0] n−dec Y [2n − 1 : 0]

Implementation
A recursive construction with linear delay is given below

an−1

(n− 1)−Dec

Y [2n−1 − 1 : 0]Y [2n − 1 : 2n−1]

Y ′[2n−1 − 1 : 0]

Y1 Y0

a0 a[n− 2 : 0]

Correctness proof (induction)
Base case (n = 1):
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case 1: a0 = 0. Then Y0 = 1, Y1 = 0
case 2: a0 = 1. Then Y0 = 0, Y1 = 1

Induction step (n− 1→ n)
Hypothesis: Y ′i = 1⇔ 〈a[n− 2 : 0]〉 = i
We perform a case split based on the value of the highest bit in a:
case 1: an−1 = 0
an−1 = 0→ Y2n−1+i = 0 (by constr.)
Yi = 1⇔ Y ′i = 1⇔ 〈a[n− 2 : 0]〉 = i⇔ 〈a〉 = i

case 2: an−1 = 1
〈a〉 = 2n−1 + 〈a[n− 2 : 0]〉
an−1 = 1→ Y [2n−1 − 1 : 0] = 02

n−1

(by constr.)
an−1 = 1→ Y2n−1+j = Y ′j for j ∈ {0 . . . 2n−1 − 1} (by constr.)

Yi = 1⇔ Y ′i−2n−1 = 1⇔ 〈a[n− 2 : 0]〉 = i− 2n−1

⇔ 2n−1 + 〈a[n− 2 : 0]〉 = i⇔ 〈a〉 = i

Lecture 2, 15 Oct 2009 (Mikhail)
n× d - RAM

A n× d - RAM is a RAM with 2n addresses and d-bit data. The purpose of
the RAM is to store and update data for a particular address.
Specification
S : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}d
S(x) - data stored at address x

n

d

w

S

Din

d

Dout

a

The value of the n × d - RAM S in cycle t + 1 and the output in cycle t
are defined in the following way:

St+1(x) =

{
Dint wt ∧ x = at

St(x) otherwise

Doutt = St(at) (at least if wt = 0)

Implementation (for d = 1)
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We decode an input address a into signals Y [2n − 1] using an n-decoder.
An active signal Yi is then used to select a fliplop to write to and to filter
data from the flipflop outputs. Implementation sketch of a n × 1 - RAM
is given below.

Y [2n − 1 : 0]
n

a n−dec

w ∧ YiRi

Din

Dout

OR2n

YiYj

. . .

. . .

An output Dout of the n × 1 - RAM is thus computed with the help of
the OR - tree.

Dout =
∨

i∈{0..2n−1}
Yi ∧Ri = R〈a〉

3-port cache RAM
Specification

A 3-port cache RAM is a RAM capable of performing two reads and one
write in a single cycle.

clear

d

AdB

AdC

DoutA

AdA

DoutB

w

S

Din

d d

n

n

n

Write to a 3-port cache RAM is performed at address AdC:
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St+1(x) =


0d cleart

Dint ¬cleart ∧ wt ∧ x = AdCt

St(x) otherwise

Addresses AdA and AdB are used to read the content of the RAM. Note,
that if in one cycle a read and a write to the same address are performed,
then the output data of the read operation are left undefined.

DoutAt = St(AdAt)

DoutBt = St(AdBt)

Implementation
Implementation of a 3-port cache RAM is similar to the implementation
of a n × d - RAM. We again give a sketch for the case of a n × 1 3-port
cache RAM.

(for d = 1)

OR2n OR2n

w ∧ YC [i] ∨ clear

YB[2
n − 1 : 0]

YC[2
n − 1 : 0]

AdA

AdB

AdC

DoutA DoutB

YB[i]

. . . . . .

. . .

YA[i]

Ri

Din

clear

0

n
n−dec

n
n−dec

n
n−dec

YA[2
n − 1 : 0]
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Conditional Sum Adder (CSA)
Specification

An n-adder is a circuit with inputs a[n−1 : 0], b[n−1 : 0], cin and outputs
s[n : 0] satisfying

〈a〉+ 〈b〉+ cin = 〈s〉
Let m = dn/2e and n = bn/2c. Then s[n : 0] = s[n : m]s[m − 1 : 0]. We
compute s[m − 1 : 0] and s[n : m] separately. The high order sum bits
are computed twice - with the carry-in bit and without one. The final
selection is done once cm−1 is known.
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Implementation
A simple recursive implementation of an n - bit conditional sum adder is
presented below.

s0[n:m]

adder(k) adder(k) adder(m)

b[m−1:0] a[m−1:0]

s1[n:m]
m

k+1

s[n:m]

b[n−1:m] a[n−1:m]

s[n:m]

cm−1
01

Evaluation
Delay:
D(1) = DFA (DFA - delay of a full adder)
D(n) = D(n/2) + 1
closed formula: D(n) = D(n/2) + 1 = D(n/4) + 2 = D(n/2k) + k =
D(1) + log(n) = DFA + log(n)

Cost:
Every step of recursive construction requires 3 copies of hardware for
the half sized problem and the multiplexors. This gives an estimated
cost of O(n2), which is too expansive.

Parallel Prefix (PP) Computation
A more efficient adder can be built with the help of the parallel prefix circuit.
Specification

Let ◦ : M ×M →M be an associative(!) function. A gate computing this
function is given below.

◦-circuit

Let x = (xn−1, . . . , x0) ∈Mn be input signals
Parallel prefix function PP◦(n) : Mn → Mn is a function which maps n
inputs to n results y1, . . . , yn, s.t.
yi = x1 ◦ · · · ◦ xi
yi = xi ◦ yi−1, y0 = x0
Ex.1: let ◦ = +, + is associative, yi =

∑i
j=0 xj

Ex.2: let ◦ = ∨, ∨ is associative, yi = xi ∨ . . . ∨ x0
Implementation

A recursive construction for a parallel prefix circuit with n inputs (in case
n is even) is given below. If n is odd, then one constructs PP◦(n− 1) and
computes Yn−1 = Xn−1 ◦ Yn−2 using one extra ◦ - gate.
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PP◦(n/2)

Xn−1 X3 X2 X1 X0

Y0Y1Y2Yn−2Yn−1

Xn−2

Evaluation
Cost
C(2) = 1 (we assume cost and delay of ◦-gate to be equal to 1)
C(n) = C(n/2) + n/2 + n/2− 1 = C(n/2) + n− 1
closed formula: C(n) = 2n− 2− log(n)

Delay
D(2) = 1
D(n) = D(n/2) + 2
closed formula: D(n) = 2log(n)− 1

Carry Lookahead Adder (CLA)
Let a = a[n − 1 : 0] and b = b[n − 1 : 0]. For indices i ≤ j ≤ n let ci be
a carry bit from addition of a[i : 0] and b[i : 0]. We define propagation and
generation functions in the following way.
Generation function:

If positions i to j of the operands generate a carry cj independent of ci−1,
then gi,j(a, b) = 1.

gi,j(a, b) = 1↔ 〈a[j : i]〉+ 〈b[j : i]〉 ≥ 2j−i+1 = 〈10j−i+1〉
For g0,j we should also consider cin.

g0,j,cin(a, b) = 1↔ 〈a[j : 0]〉+ 〈b[j : 0]〉+ cin ≥ 2j−i+1 = 〈10j−i+1〉

Propagation function:
If carry ci−1 is propagated to position j by positions i to j of the operands
then pi,j(a, b) = 1. In this case cj = ci−1.

pi,j(a, b) = 1↔ 〈a[j : i]〉+ 〈b[j : i]〉 ≥ 2j−i+1 − 1 = 〈1j−i+1〉
Computations:

From the definition of gi,j and pi,j we obviously have

gi,i = ai ∧ bi
pi,i = ai ⊕ bi.
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Suppose the generate and propagate signals are already computed for the
intervals [i : j] and [j + 1 : k]. The signals for the combined interval [i : k]
can then be computed in the following way.

pi,k = pi,j ∧ pj+1,k

gi,k = gi+1,k ∨ gi,j ∧ pj+1,k

Instantiating ◦-circuit (in the PP computation)
The computation of generate and propagate signals for the combined inter-
val can be performed by the circuit which takes tuples (g, p) ∈M = {0, 1}2
as inputs and performs the following operation.

(g2, p2) ◦ (g1, p1) = (g2 ∨ g1 ∧ p2, p1 ∧ p2) = (g, p) ∈ {0, 1}2

The circuit performing this operation is given below.

p2g2 g1

g p

p1

Note, that the operation ◦-defined in this way is associative
Implementation

Implementation of a carry lookahead adder is given below.

s0

an−2 bn−2an−1 bn−1

sn−1sn

PP◦(n)

cin

cin

gn−1 pn−1 g1 p1 g0 p0

g0,0 p0,0p1,0pn−2,0pn−1,0

a0 b0

a1 b1

s1

The i-th output of the parallel prefix circuit computes

(Gi, Pi) = (gi, pi) ◦ · · · ◦ (g0, p0) = (ci, pi,0).

We then compute
si = ai ⊕ bi ⊕ ci−1
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It follows that the given circuit is an adder.
Evaluation

Cost
C(n) = CPP◦(n) + 3n+ 2 = O(n)

Delay
D(n) = DPP◦(n) + 4 = O(log(n))

The n · 8-Modifier-Circuit from Lecture 7, 3 Nov 2009
Specification

8n 8n n

X Y bw

8n

Z

8n-Modifier

Let X = X[8n− 1 : 0], Y = Y [8n− 1 : 0], bw = bw[n− 1 : 0]
Then,

∀0 ≤ k < n. byte(k, Z) =

{
byte(k, Y ) bw[k]
byte(k,X) else

Depending on whether the corresponding bit is set in bw, the modify circuit
chooses the byte from X or from Y .

Implementation
Reader’s exercise.

Set-Clear-Flipflop from Lecture 7, 3 Nov 2009
Specification

R
set

clear

Let set, clear ∈ {0, 1}, R ∈ {0, 1}

Rt+1 =

 0 resett ∨ (¬sett ∧ cleart)
1 ¬resett ∧ sett
Rt ¬resett ∧ ¬sett ∧ ¬cleart

This circuit uses the reset signal which is active when the processor is
reset (e.g. when the power is turned on) to make sure the set-clear-flipflop
initially holds the value zero. We don’t draw the input for the reset signal
since every set-clear-flipflop uses the reset signal.

Implementation
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R

set reset clear

Lecture 3, 20 Oct 2009 (Andrey)

1.3 Finite State Transducers

Finite state transducers are finite automata which produce an output in every
step. Formally, a finite state transducer is defined by a 6-tuple (Z, z0, I, O, δ, η),
where Z is a finite set of states; I ⊆ {0, 1}σ is a finite set of input symbols;
z0 ∈ Z is called the initial state; O ⊆ {0, 1}γ is a finite set of output symbols;

δ : Z × I → Z

is the transition function, and

η : Z × I → O

is the output function.
Such an automaton works step by step according to the following rules:

• The automaton is started in state z0.

• If the automaton is in state z and reads input symbol in, then it outputs
symbol η(z, in) and goes to state δ(z, in).

If the output function does not depend on the input, i.e., if it can be written as

η : Z → O

then the automaton is called a Moore automaton. Otherwise, it is called Mealy
automaton.

Let k = #Z be the number of states of the automaton. Then states can be
numbered from 0 to k − 1, and we can rename the states with numbers from 0
to k − 1:

Z = {0, . . . , k − 1}
We code the current state z in a register with outputs S[k − 1 : 0] satisfying:

Si =

{
1 if z = i
0 otherwise

for all i.
For each position j of the output signal we define the following set of states:

Zj = {z ∈ Z|η(z)j = 1}
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We can compute the output signal at position j outj as follows:

outj =
∨

η(i)j=1

Si

Computing the next state:

nextSj =
∨
i

δ(i, in) = j ∧ Si

=
∨
i

δi,j(in) = j ∧ Si

where δi,j(in) = 1 is defined to be true if and only if δ(i, in) = j holds.

1.3.1 Moore Automaton Construction

The construction of a Moore automaton is presented in Fig. 1.1.
The above presented construction has a disadvantage, namely it takes some time
till the output signals are valid. But we can precompute the output signals of
a Moore automaton as a function of (zt, int), i.e.,

outt+1 = η(zt+1)

= η(δ(zt, int))

The optimized construction of the Moore is presented in Fig. 1.2. (Note: in
hardware literature such a construction is called Mealy-automaton; indeed it is
a Mealy implementation of a Moore automaton.)
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1.3.2 Mealy-Automaton Construction

In a Mealy-Automaton output signals depend on input int+1 in current cycle t,
for all t : int ∈ I.

outt+1 = η(zt+1, int+1)

= η(δ(zt, int), int+1)

In general, not all output signals depend on the input. Those output signals
which depend on the input and on the state we call Mealy components, otherwise
we call them Moore components.

outj =

{
outj(S) Moore

outj(S, in) Mealy

We can precompute signals f0 and f1 for Mealy components if we know the
dependency between the output signal outj and some input bit ini (see Fig.
1.3).

outj = outj(S, in)

= ini ∧ f1(S) ∨ ¬ ini ∧ f0(S)

1.4 Caches

set of addresses A ⊆ {0, 1}n main memory is byte addressable mm : A→ {0, 1}8

Decomposing addresses:
n = t+ l + o total length of addresses

2o : # bytes in cache line (unit of transfer between main memory and cache)
2l : # cache lines in cache
2t : # lines of memory mapped to the same cache line

Abstract (view of) cache aca

aca.data : A→ {0, 1}8
aca.v : A→ {0, 1} valid bit

intended view of cache + main memory
M : A→ {0, 1}8
Let a ∈ A then

M(a) =

{
aca.data(a) if aca.v(a) = 1

mm(a) otherwise

Direct Mapped Cache Construction, Data paths

ca.v(a.line) = 1 : cache line has meaningful data
ca.tag(a.line) ◦ a.line ◦ a.off : the address of data in cache line a.line at
offset a.off (where ◦ denotes the bit string concatenation operator)
hit signal : data for address a is in the cache
hit ≡ ca.tag(a.line) = a.tag ∧ ca.v(a.line) = 1
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Let 2o = 64, i.e., o = 6.

Abstract cache

aca.v(a) = hit(a)

= ca.v(a.line) = 1

∧ca.tag(a.line) = a.tag

aca.va(a)⇒ aca.data(a) = byte(〈a.off〉, ca.data(a.line))

Providing system behaving like M :
missing hardware

implementation of misses (i.e.,¬ hit)
bus ca mm

signals
protocols

control automaton implementing bus protocol
many caches (potential bus masters)

bus arbitration
has to be fair

cache consistency protocol
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Figure 1.1: Moore implementation of a Moore-automaton
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Figure 1.2: Mealy implementation of a Moore-automaton
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Figure 1.3: Mealy implementation of a Mealy-automaton
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Main Memory
(large, slow)

Cache
(small, fast)

Processor
(fast)

M

Figure 1.4: Memory system

n

a.tag a.line a.off

t l o

a

Figure 1.5: Decomposing memory address
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valid
RAM

din A

data
RAM

dinA

dout

ca.v

tag
RAM

dinA

ca.data

cdouthit

a.tag

t

l

s

2
=

1

t o

a.line

a.off

a

1 t

Figure 1.6: Direct Mapped Cache
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Chapter 2

Cache Consistency Protocol

Here we specify the MOESI cache consistency protocol, implement it and give
a correctness proof.

Lecture 4, 22 Oct 2009 (Artem A.)
Naming convention

Input/output Y of unit X:

X

Y XY

Examples:

ce S

Swrite

Sread

SDoutA

R Rce

Hardware configuration:
h = (h.R, ...h.S), where
register R ∈ {0, 1}n
memory S : {0, 1}a → {0, 1}d
We denote a configuration during a cycle t by ht

Shorthands: Rt for ht.R, St for ht.S
Circuit signal:
X can be computed from h by laws of Boolean algebra X(h)
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circuit signal X

R

SSad

SDout

X

Address decomposition (non-sectored):

a.off

ol

a.tag a.line

t

a

Implementation: see Direct Mapped Cache

2.1 Abstract Caches and the MOESI protocol

Abstract cache
A hardware concrete cache: h.ca.
We define the abstract cache as follows: aca(h) = (aca(h).data, aca(h).v),
where aca(h).data : A ⊆ {0, 1}n → {0, 1}8 and aca(h).v : A→ {0, 1}.
Obviously, aca(h).v(a) = 1↔ h.ca.tag(a.line) = (a.tag)∧h.ca.v(a.line) = 1.
For such an address we have aca(h).data(a) = byte(〈a.off〉, h.ca.data(a.line))
The system consisting of h.mm and h.ca should look like a memory M(h) :
A→ {0, 1}8.

M(h)(a) =

{
aca(h).data(a) aca(h).v(a) = 1

h.mm(a) otherwise

To implement this we need: bus, protocol, automata, cache coherence proto-
col.

Cache system
for each processor we have a data and an instruction cache, i.e., for p proces-
sors we have 2p many caches.
Aiming at the following abstract view: i = 0, . . . , 2p− 1

Until now we had 2 states of a cache line: valid v.
New terms:

exclusive : a line is only in one cache
clean : a line is a copy of data in the main memory

Now refinement for the states:
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Bus

Processor

aca(i) aca(i+ 1)

mm

MOES/I Codes

00000 I
00011 S
00101 E
01001 O
10001 M

E : exclusive clean
S : shared (potentially modified)
M : exclusive modified
O : owned (shared modified)
Note: invalid /v = I

State RAM ca.s : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}5, s[4:0]
We will use synonyms:
ca.s(a)./I = ca.s(a)[0]
ca.s(a).S = ca.s(a)[1]
ca.s(a).E = ca.s(a)[2]
ca.s(a).O = ca.s(a)[3]
ca.s(a).M = ca.s(a)[4]

aca(h).s(a) = x ∈ {M,O,E, S} ↔
h.ca.tag(a.line) = a.tag ∧ h.ca.s(a.line).x = 1

aca(h).s(a) = I ↔ h.ca.tag(a.line) 6= a.tag ∧ h.ca.s(a.line)./I = 0

Meaning of the states formalized by invariants:

1) Exclusive: E, M
aca(i).s(a) ∈ {E,M} → aca(j).s(a) = I, j 6= i

2) Clean: E, S
aca(i).s(a) = E → aca(j).data(a) = mm(a) ∧
aca(i).s(a) = S → (aca(i).data(a) = mm(a) ∨ ∃j 6= i : aca(i).s(a) = O)

3) Owned (shared modified):
aca(i).s(a) = S ∧ aca(j).s(a) ∈ {O,S} → aca(i).data(a) = aca(j).data(a)
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4) Non-Exclusive → others must be invalid or in a shared state
aca(i).s(a) = S → aca(j).s(a) ∈ {I,O, S}, j 6= i ∧
aca(i).s(a) = O → aca(j).s(a) ∈ {I, S}, j 6= i

This means in detail: for Modified state others may not be clean and vice
versa. Also there is only one cache which can be in owned state for a
particular dirty cache line. The owner is responsible for writing the data
back. Ownership can be passed to other caches via the protocol.

master read write flush

M M M I
O O CH:O/M I

CA,IM,BC
E E M I
S S CH:O/M I

CA,IM,BC
I CH:S/E M -

CA CA,IM

(a) Master State Transitions

slave CA,/IM,/BC CA,IM,/BC CA,IM,BC
read miss write miss write hit

M O I -
CH,DI DI

O O I S
CH,DI DI CH

E S I -
CH,DI DI

S S I S
CH CH

I I I I

(b) Slave State Transitions

Figure 2.1: Protocol State Transitions

The tables 2.1(a), 2.1(b) show the possible transitions for the master and
the slave roles in a protocol run. Some state changes depend on the protocol
signals CA, IM , BC, CH and DI, which will be explained later on.

Memory line address: a.la = a.tag ◦ a.line
Cache line address: a.line
Abstract cache state defined by memory line address:
a.la = a′.la⇒ aca.s(a) = aca.s(a′)
Maintaining invariants: cache coherence protocol, non-trivial!

M(a) =

{
aca(i).data(a) if aca(i).s(a) 6= I and such i exists

h.mm(a) otherwise

Lemma: Definition of M(a) is well defined
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Lecture 5, 27 Oct 2009 (Christoph)
Interfaces

We need to establish interfaces between

1.) a processor p and its caches and

2.) the caches ca(i) and the bus b

The interfaces consist of signals and registers. In Addition we need a fair
arbiter to schedule cache accesses to the bus.

p→ ca Interface
signals from processor to cache:

• Din, Dout - processor data I/O signal

• Adout - processor address bus

• w - write signal

cache interface registers:

• ca(i).pdatain - processor data in

• ca(i).pad - processor Address in (line address)

• ca(i).preq - request signal buffer

• ca(i).pw - processor write signal buffer

• ca(i).bw[7 : 0] - byte write signals buffer

ca→ p Interface
signal from cache to processor:

• mbusy - memory system is busy (generated by control automaton)

cache interface registers:

• ca(i).pdout - data out to processor

ca→ b Interface
data:

• ca(i).bdataout - cache data out on bus

• ca(i).bdatain - cache data in from bus

address:

• ca(i).badout - master address out (for signalling line address to other
caches)

• ca(i).badin - slave address in (for snooping, triggers data interven-
tion/forwarding)

protocol (for cache coherence protocol signals):

• ca(i).bprotout - protocol data out on bus

• ca(i).bprotin - protocol data in from bus

Protocol Realization

Bus Lines
The memory bus b is subdivided into 4 sets of bus lines:

• b.data - for transmitting data contained in a cache line

• b.ad - memory line address (tag ◦ line)
• b.prot - cache protocol lines

• mmreq,mmw,ack - memory protocol lines
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We identify 5 protocol signals which are dedicated either to the master or
slave role in the protocols:
b.prot = b.mprot[2 : 0] ◦ b.sprot[1 : 0]

• CA = b.mprot[2] - ”intent to cache” - the master intends to cache
the line whose address is on bus (ca(i).badout)

• IM = b.mprot[1] - ”intent to modify” - the master intends to modify
the respective cache line

• BC = b.mprot[0] - ”broadcast” - the master will broadcast the mod-
ified cache line (here we will activate BC only after a write hit, i.e.,
not for write misses, therefore data is exchanged on the bus at most
once per cache access)

• CH = b.sprot[1] - ”cache hit” - a slave has a valid copy of the ad-
dressed memory line in its cache

• DI = b.sprot[0] - ”data intervention” - a slave will forward the re-
quested line to the master

When several slaves signal a data intervention, further bus arbitration
appears to be necessary, since only one cache should access the bus at a
time.
However, arbitration is not necessary as long as only one slave has the data
to forward. This is guaranteed by the cache coherency protocol, where we
do not raise DI in case of a miss on data in state S. However the protocol
provides that all caches keep the same data when it is shared, so that we
could in principle forward the data if we arbitrate the data intervention.
A sufficient (unfair) arbitration algorithm for data intervention in a “shared
clean miss” case would be to select ca(i) with the smallest i s.t. DI is ac-
tive. This can be efficiently implemented using a parallel-prefix-OR circuit.

Drivers
Generally registers are connected to the bus via Tristate Drivers.

They ideally act like a switch that is controlled by an output enable
signal.
• If enabled the driver becomes an ordinary wire (short circuit).
• Otherwise the input is disconnected from the output (open circuit).

1 = 0 =

As an exception we use Open Collector Drivers to put the slave protocol
signals on the bus.

In principle a bus holds the logical conjunction of all signals connected
to it via open collector drivers

X =
∧
i

xi

In order to have the desired disjunction of inputs on the bus we have
to use active low signals.
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OC OC· · ·
x1 xn

X

OC OC· · ·
/y1 /yn

Y

By Morgan’s Law we get: Y =
∧
i

/yi = /(
∨
i

yi)

NOTE: We can easily transform active high signals into active low sig-
nals by negation.

Thus all slaves may broadcast their protocol signals on b.prot without need
for bus arbitration. Nevertheless only one master may send at a time, this
is controlled by the bus arbiter.

bus.prot
5

5

ca(i).bprotout

ca(j).bprotin

/DI/CH

5

OCoe

CA IM BC

p↔ ca Protocol
We need to define a protocol for interaction between a processor and its
caches (data & instruction cache).
It has to consider the following signals: mbusy, preq, pad, pdatain

a k-cycle cache access:
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LLL�HHHHHH-HHH�LLLLLLmbusy

LL�HHHHHHH-HHHHHHH�LLpreq

VV�VVVVVVV-VVVVVVV�VVpad

VV�VVVVVVV-VVVVVVV�VVpdatain

t− 1 t · · · t+ k t+ k + 1

The following observations can be made:

• p starts a request by activating preq

• ca acknowledges by raising mbusy (a Mealy signal)

• ca finishes with lowering mbusy, p disables preq in the next cycle

• start of request in cycle t: /mbusyt−1 ∧ preqt
• end of access in cycle t+ k: /mbusyt+k ∧ preqt+k

ATTENTION! 1-cycle accesses are possible (e.g. read hit).
Then mbusy is not raised at all and the processor can immediately start
a new request in cycle t+ 1.

We define start/end cycle s(i, j)/e(i, j) of access j to cache i:

s(i, j) = min{t | ca(i).preqt ∧ /snoopconflict(ca(i))
t ∧ (j = 0 ∨ t > e(i, j − 1))}

e(i, j) = min{t ≥ s(i, j) | /mbusy(ca(i))t}

Notice that an access will not start as long as there is a snoop conflict, i.e.
an access to the same cache line is going on in the memory system at the
time when the request occurs.

snoopconflict(ca)t = 1⇔ (ca.padt = b.adt−1) ∧ CAt

Note, that we have a 1 cycle delay for snooping from bus, due to the fact,
that we first clock the data to the register and only then check it for snoop
conflict.

Local and Global Accesses
We consider cache accesses to be either local or global transactions.
local accesses require no bus interaction. Thus there is no need to run the
protocol. They comprise:

• read hits

• exclusive write hits (writes on exclusive data)

• flush of clean data (however this only occurs for cache misses and is
thus always part of a global access)

global accesses are everything else
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For the construction of bus arbiter and the protocol automata we have to
take into account that global transactions might overlap while waiting for
the bus
However they do not overlap on the bus.

Consider a global transaction (i, j) and the following scenario:

y(i, j)

ca(i)

ca(j)

waiting

local transaction on same address

flush ca ↔ mm

e(i, j)

hot phase

s(i, j) x(i, j)

ca(i) ↔ mm,ca(i) ↔ ca(j)

• The reads/writes interesting for cache consistency happen between
y(i, j) and e(i, j). We call it the hot phase of access (i, j): [y(i, j) :
e(i, j)]

• Before the hot phase in case of a miss ca(i) might flush a non-empty
cache line to mm

• Before the hot phase ca(j) may start a local transaction on the same
address as ca(i). As cache writes need 2 cycles and the action could
start just before y(i, j) we need to define a proper ordering of accesses
later.

Main Memory Specification (Lecture 7, 3 Nov 2009)
For our cache protocol, we will need a specification of the system’s main
memory unit. The interface to the main memory uses the following lines of
the bus b:

• b.data - memory line data

• b.ad - memory line address

• mmreq - memory request signal

• mmw - memory write signal

• mmack - memory done signal

mmack

mmreq

bus.ad

m m w

bus.data
read

wri te

mmready

???

data for memory wri te

data f rom memory

Stable Inputs During a transaction, main memory requires the inputs to
be stable:

mmreqt ∧ ¬mmackt → mmwt = mmwt+1 ∧ bus.adt == bus.adt+1

∧ (mmwt → bus.datat = bus.datat+1)
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Main Memory Ready Signal We define the mmready signal:

mmreadyt = (∀t′ < t : ¬mmreqt′)∨(∃t′′ < t : mmackt
′′∧∀t′ ∈ (t′′, t] : ¬mmreqt′)

For the memory to be ready, we have two possible conditions: either, there
has not been a memory request since reset or the last memory request was
acknowledged and the request signal was turned off since then.
No Spurious Acknowledgements The main memory will never raise a
mmack signal unless the mmreq signal is set:

¬mmreqt → ¬mmackt

Liveness If the inputs are stable, we may assume liveness for the main
memory, i.e., every request is eventually served:

stable inputs

∧mmreadyt−1 ∧mmreqt → (∃t′ > t : mmackt
′

∧ (mmwt → mmt′+1(bus.adt) = bus.datat)

∧ (¬mmwt → bus.datat
′

= mmt(bus.adt))

Requiring this from the main memory is essential to be able to prove liveness
for our cache protocol.

Attention! Note that even though we require stability of inputs here, this
definition of stable inputs is too weak to guarantee stability of inputs in reality.
There may still be glitches. Here, we are working in a digital model where we
only look at values of registers at specific times, i.e., during a clock cycle under
the assumption that all results have already propagated. Actually, real main
memory chips may require stable inputs on a continuous time model (for more
details on this have a look at the automotive lecture scripts on the website).

Cache Protocol Automata
We define state automata for the master and the slave case in order to im-
plement the cache coherency protocol
In general the protocol is divided in 3 phases:

• master phase 1: CA,IM ,BC are computed and put on the bus

• slave phase: slave responds by computing and sending CH,DI, gener-
ating new slave state ss′

• master phase 2: master computes new state ps′

State Overview

In state flush the master has to invoke the memory bus protocol which will
be introduced later. It resembles the WISHBONE standard bus protocol.

The states sp1 and ssp1 are necessary here, because local writes can collide
with global interactions. However, they may be removed with little effort as
an optimization exercise.
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# master state intended work slave state intended work

0 idle
read hits (unless colliding
with global transaction on
bus)

- -

1 localW
exclusive write hit (unless
collision)

- -

2 wait
wait for arbiter to get bus
access

- -

3 flush
write back dirty line to
mm

- -

4 mprot
put CA, IM , BC on
bus.mprot (can be pre-
computed)

sidle snooping on bus

5 sp1 wait for slave response ssp1
wait for pending writes in
local master automaton

6 sp2 wait for slave response ssp2
compute response and
new state, transmit on
bus.sprot

7 sp3 wait for data ssp3
arbitration of DI(i) sig-
nals (optional)

8 bdata
read data from bus in hot
phase

sbdata data transmission

9 w write data,tag,s sw update state

2.2 Implementation

Lecture 6, 29 Oct 2009 (Jan)
In this lecture we start giving a detailed view on the control automata and the
datapaths involved in the cache coherent memory system. The master and slave
automata realize the cache coherence protocol whereas the datapaths implement
the interfaces between processor and caches resp. caches and bus. Latter rely
on control signals which are computed by the control automata.

In particular, the output-enable inputs of the involved flipflop-registers (e.g.
ca(i).bdout, ca(i).badout, etc.) are controlled by the automata. We employ set-
clear-flipflops to hold these signals (named ca(i).bdoutoe, ca(i).badoutoe, etc.).

The control signals depend on the control states and might change after
state transitions. Usually, certain conditions must be fulfilled to transform
an automaton from one state into another. Before we consider the concrete
transitions in the master resp. the slave automaton we first introduce auxiliary
signals.

The signal phit indicates a processor hit, i.e., processor i requested data
which is in the cache ca(i). It is computed by means of the datapaths depicted
in the Figure at page 36.

phit := (ca(i).pad.tag = ca(i).tag(ca(i).pad.line)) ∧ /ca(i).s(ca(i).pad.line).I

A local computation indicates the signal local. It is active if phit is active
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flush

mprot

bdata

wlocalW

(3)
(2)

(1)

/granti

mem wait

hot phase

idle

wait

sp1

sp2

sp3

Figure 2.2: Master Automaton

and if either a read or an exclusive write is performed. Formally, this looks like
the following:

local := phit ∧ (¬ca(i).pw ∨ (aca(i).s(ca(i).pad) ∈ {E,M} ∧ ca(i).pw))

While a global transaction on the cache line addressed by ca(i).pad is per-
formed by another cache (indicated by signal snoopconflict), we omit starting
local work. In case of such an transactions, some master intends to cache and
the processor address corresponds with the address snooped from the bus:

snoopconflict := CA ∧ (ca(i).pad = ca(i).badin)

with CA = 1⇒ ∃j < 2P : CA[j] (from b.mprot)
Note that the arbiter has to be constructed in a way such that CA = 1

during the hot phase of the global transaction. Also only one master may put
bus protocol signals on b.mprot during the hot phase.

With these prerequisites at hand, we now continue with the actual state
transitions of the master automaton, starting with state idle.

State idle: In the idle state the signal mbusy is deactivated if either a local
read is performed (which can be finished in one cycle) or there is no processor
request at all. In case of a snoop conflict or a write we raise mbusy:

/mbusy = /snoopconflict ∧ ((local ∧ /ca(i).pw) ∨ /preq)
Note that mbusy is a Mealy signal and thus does not need to be changed in sync
with the clock edges. In idle we also transmit the content of ca(i).data(ca(i).pad.line)
via ca(i).pdout back to the processor which waits for /mbusy.

There are three possible transitions starting from state idle:
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hot phase

sdata
swsidle

ssp1 ssp2 ssp3

Figure 2.3: Slave automaton

1. Transition (1): idle→ idle
This transition is taken if there is a snoop conflict or if we have a read hit
or there is no request from the processor to its cache at all:

snoopconflict ∨ (phit ∧ /ca(i).pw) ∨ /preq

2. Transition (2): idle→ localW
This transition is taken if there is a exclusive write hit and no global
transaction currently accesses the respective data (snoop conflict):

/snoopconflict ∧ phit ∧ ca(i).pw ∧ preq ∧ aca(i).s(ca(i).pad) ∈ {E,M}

3. Transition (3): idle→ wait
This transition is taken if the processor request is not local and no other
master currently accesses the data:

/snoopconflict ∧ preq ∧ /local

With the transition into state wait we activate the clock signals ca(i).pdatace
in order to buffer the data input from the processor and ca(i).mprotoutce
for clocking the master protocol signals (which are already computed in
idle state) into the ca(i).mprotout. This register is monitored by the bus
arbiter and by raising its CA flag, ca(i) will be eventually scheduled for
bus access (cf. Arbiter in Lecture 8, 39).

State localW : In state localW the master changes its state ps′ for the
given cache line from E to M , see Figure at page 35. The activated signals are
ca(i).swA (used in State-RAM, Figure at page 35) and ca(i).datawA (used in
Data-RAM, Figure at page 34). In state localW we lower mbusy and directly
go back to idle in the next cycle.

Lecture 7, 3 Nov 2009 (Sabine)

State wait: In state wait, the processor waits for his request to be granted
by the bus arbiter. The following signals are set in this state:
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ca(i).bdoutoeset := (4)
ca(i).badoutoeset := (4)
ca(i).mmwoeset := (4)

Here, (4) represents the same predicate that triggers the transition to state
flush.

The arbiter considers ca(i) for bus arbitration in case ca(i).bdout.CA is set.
There are three transitions starting from state wait:

1. Transition: wait→ wait
While 6 granti, the automaton stays in wait.

2. Transition: wait→ mprot
If the request is granted and there is no cache line that needs to be evicted,
we go to mprot directly:

granti ∧ /mmw

3. Transition (4): wait→ flush
When the request is granted, but the cache line is occupied and dirty, the
automaton goes to state flush.

State flush:
In state flush, we write the cache line that needs to be evicted to memory.

The following signals are set:

ca(i).bdoutoeclear := (5)
ca(i).badoutoeclear := (5)
ca(i).mmwoeclear := (5)

There are two transitions starting from state flush:

1. Transition: flush→ flush
While /mmack, we stay in flush since the memory is still busy.

2. Transition (5): flush→ mprot
When the mmack signal gets active, the memory access finished and the
automaton proceeds to state mprot.

States bdata and sbdata: Similar. In some cases, i.e., when there is no
cache hit (/CH), during state bdata, the mmdoutoe signal is activated.

m m

dout

bus.data

mmdoutoe
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ca(i).pad

ca(i).badin

ca(i).data

DinA DinB

adA

adB

wA

wB

DoutA DoutB

bus.ad P

ca(i).bdin

ca(i).pdout

10

64-Bit-Modifier

ca(i).pdin ca(i).bw

10

1 0

ca(i).bdout

bus.data

P bus.data

\BC /\ (flush \/ DI)

\flush /\ DI 

phit /\ ca(i).pw

Figure: Datapaths for the Data-RAM of a cache
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ca(i).pad

ca(i).badin

[ l ine]

[ l ine]
ca(i).S

DinA DinB

adA

adB

wA

wB

DoutA DoutB

C1

C2

C3

ca(i) .mprotout

ca(i).mprotin

ca(i).cprotout

ca(i).sprotin

55

5

2

5

PS’ SS’

SS’PS’

C1: Master Protocol, 
      phase 1

C2: Slave Protocol

C3: Master Protocol, 
      phase 2

52

1 0

10001

localW

b.mprot

b.sprot

Figure: Datapaths for the State-RAM of a cache
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ca(i).pad ca(i).badin

ca(i).tag

DinA DinB

adA

adB

wA

wB

DoutA DoutB

(t+1)-Bit-Eq-Tester (t+1)-Bit-Eq-Tester

0 1

ca(i).badout

[ tag]

[ l ine]

tt

[ tag]
t

[ l ine]

l

t t

bus.ad phit(ca(i)) bhit(ca(i))

bus.adP

11
\ca(i).sdoutA.I \ca(i).sdoutB.I

[ tag] [ tag]

[ l ine]

Figure: Datapaths for the Tag-RAM of a cache

Lecture 8, 5 Nov 2009 (Eyad)

Bus arbiter
We need bus arbitration for masters accessing the memory. In case we decide
to forward also clean shared data from the slaves in case of a read miss, we
also have to do an arbitration of the data intervention.
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2P - arbiter

req[2P-1:0]

2P

2P

grant[2P-1:0]

Figure 2.4: Arbiter for masters

grant

req[2P-1:0]

2P

2P

nextgrant

ce

Figure 2.5: Arbiter for masters

Optional! Slave arbitration is easy: all nodes which might signal data
intervention have the same data cached for the given line (see invariants).
Thus it suffices that only one slave broadcasts. We simply choose the slave
with the smallest index that has the DI signal raised:

We collect all DI signals:
DI[i] = ca(i).sprotout.DI

We define the result of arbitration by:
GDI[i] = 1 if i = min{j | DI[i] = 1}

This grant DI signal is then used to turn on exactly one driver:
ca(i).bdoutoeset = ssp3 ∧GDI[i]

GDI is computed by the function f1. f1 is specified as:
f1(X)[i] = 1⇔ min{j | X[i] = 1}

It findes the first 1 in a bitstring looking from the right. f1(X) is computed
as follows:

Apply OR parallel-prefix on input X:

Y [i] =

{
X[0] : i = 0

X[i] ∨ Y [i− 1] : i 6= 0
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0.............010.........0

one(grant)

Figure 2.6: Arbiter for masters

Compute result bitstring Z[i] as follows:

f1(X)[i] = Z[i] =

{
Y [0] : i = 0

Y [i] ∧ /Y [i− 1] : i 6= 0

For GDI we have GDI = f1(DI[2p− 1 : 0])

Master arbitration is more complicated since we have to ensure fairness.
Fairness means that every request to access the bus (and thus to become
master) is finally granted.

Specification of arbiter (see Figure 2.4):

req[i] encodes which node is requesting access to perform as master,
i.e., we have: req[i] = CA[i].
Let hot[i] denote that node i is in one of the following states:
mprot, sp1, sp2, sp3, bdata, w

We say the bus is busy if a node with a request is granted access:
bbusy =

∨
i(grant[i] ∧ req[i])

Whenever the bus is not busy and a request exists the arbiter computes
the next grant signals: grantce = /bbusy ∧ (

∨
i req[i]) (see Figure 2.5)

We define one(x) = ε{i | X[i] = 1}, where ε denotes the Hilbert choice
operator (for all sets A, εA = a⇒ a ∈ A).

one(nextgrant) =

{
min{j ≥ one(grant) | req[j] = 1} : if exists

min{j | req[j]} otherwise

That means that a cache may get access to the bus in two consecutive
accesses, however only if there are no waiting requests as we lower CA
in the w state. Thus when we return to idle a nextgrant is computed
and another cache may start its bus access in the next cycle. As the
new arbiter state is clocked into grant we should forward granti =
nextgranti ∧ grantce to ca(i) in order to save one wait cycle.

Implementation of arbiter:
Compute X as OR parallel-prefix of grant
Compute conjunction Y : Y = X ∧ req
Apply function f1 constructed above to compute nextgrant:

nextgrant =

{
f1(Y ) :

∨
i Y [i]

f1(req) : otherwise

Fairness of arbiter:
Statement req[i]t ⇒ ∃t′ ≥ t : grant[i]t

′

Holds only under two conditions:
1.request stays stable:

req[i]t ∧ /grant[i]t ⇒ req[i]t+1
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2.granted request eventually taken away:

grant[i]t ⇒ ∃t′ ≥ t : /req[i]t
′

First condition is true, since in state mwait signal CA[i] stays active
and we do not leave the state before grant[i] holds.
Now we can define the transitions from state mwait (see above):

Let dirty be defined by

dirty(i) = (ca(i).s(ca(i).pad.line).O ∨ ca(i).s(ca(i).pad.line).M)

(4) mwait→ flush if grant[i] ∧ /phit[ca(i)] ∧ dirty(i)
(10) mwait→ mprot if grant[i] ∧ (phit[ca(i)] ∨ /dirty(i))

Second condition holds due to system liveness: after flush, mprot and
the other states of the hot phase, finally the state idle is reached in
which ca[i].bprotout.CA = 0 holds.

Proof: show that the distance between the index of the current mas-
ter node and that of any any requesting node i is strictly monotonic
decreasing with each arbitration.
We define the distance measure M :

M(i, t) =

{
i− one(grantt) : i ≥ one(grantt)
i− one(grantt) + 2P : otherwise

= (i− one(grantt)) mod 2P

Show by induction: M(i,t) is decreasing

Lecture 9, 10 Nov 2009 (Mareike)

We use the following predicates to dentote that cache automata are in certain
states x:
x[i]t: automaton of ca(i) is in state x at cycle t

Implementation of automata Two registers Z and SZ save the state of
the master and slave automaton of ca(i)

Z[9 : 0] SZ[9 : 0]

The state is encoded in a unary fashion:
X master state, #j Y master state, #k ∈ [4 : 9]
X[i]t = ht.ca(i).Z[j] Y [i]t = ht.ca(i).SZ[k]

The Overall structure of the correctness proof consists of a big induction hy-
pothesis: IH(t), which has many parts: IS lemmas (Induction Step)
IH =

∧
y
IS lemma y

We have not yet defined the circuits C1, C2, C3. These circuits implement the
protocol, i.e. they compute the state transitions and the protocol signals. The
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abstract state as of a cache line abstracts from the encoding of protocol states
in the state RAM (cf. figure at page 35) as follows:

x code(x) ∈ [0, 1]5

M 1 0 0 0 1
O 0 1 0 0 1
E 0 0 1 0 1
S 0 0 0 1 1
I 0 0 0 0 0

hit ∈ [0, 1]
code(x) ∈ [0, 1]5

as(hit, code(x)) =

{
x : hit

I : otherwise
Circuit C1 has to determine which the

master protocol signals must be set for a global access. We denote the output
for protocol signal X as fX .

hit code(x) w

fIM fBCfCA

ca(i).pwphit(ca(i)) ca(i).sdoutA

C1

Figure 2.7: circuit 1

The functions are defined by translating the master protocol table, i.e. looking
up the corresponding cell {state; (hit, w)} in table 2.1(a) and choosing the nec-
essary protocol bits accordingly.
∀X ∈ {CA, IM,BC} : fX(hit, code(x), w) = 1⇔
master table cell {as(hit, code(x)); (hit, w)} contains X

For the slave response, which is computed by C2, we proceed similarly:
∀X ∈ {CH,DI} : fX(hit, code(x),mprotin) = 1⇔
slave table 2.1(b) cell {as(hit, code(x));mprotin.(CA, IM,BC)} contains X

C2 also computes the next state of the slave:
ss′(hit, code(x),mprotin) = code(y)⇔ y in cell {as(hit, code(x));mprotin.(CA, IM,BC)}
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fCH

hit code(x)

phit(ca(i)) ca(i).sdoutB ca(i).mprotin

mprotin

C2

fDI ss′

Figure 2.8: circuit 2

ps CH w

ps′

w(i, j)ca(i).sdoutA ca(i).sprotinCH

C3

Figure 2.9: circuit 3

Finally C3 computes the new master state by looking up the master table:

ps′(hit, code(x), CH) =


code(Y ) : Y occures (alone) in cell {as(hit, code(x)); (hit, w)} ∨

CH = 1 ∧ CH : Y/Z occurs

code(Z) : CH = 0 ∧ CH : Y/Z occurs

It is in order to complete the data path and define the remaining control signals.
We have to put ca(i).badout on the bus in the states flush and mprot. Let A
denote the condition for going from mwait to flush and B the condition for
going from mwait to mprot, then:

mwait: ca(i).badoutoeset = A ∨B
Moreover we have to put the victim data on the bus in case of a flush:

mwait: ca(i).bdoutoeset = A
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mwait

flush

mprot
B

A

Figure 2.10: control signals of master

The protocol is started by putting mprotout on the protocol bus in state mprot:

mprot: mprotoutoeset = B

During the hot phase b.ad and b.mprot should be kept stable. We define the
hot phase master states as follows.

HOT = {mprot, sp1, sp2, sp3, bdata, w}
If a state x ∈ HOT and x[i]t then the predicate hot(i) holds in cycle t. The
warm phase includes the hot phase of a transaction, but already starts with
flush (when necessary).

WARM = {flush} ∪HOT

sidle sspi
C

Figure 2.11: control signals of slave

The slaves snoop the bus in state sidle(j). In case there is a global transaction
starting the automata enter state ssp1. Let this condition be denoted by C. In
that case the mprotin register of each slave has to be clocked.

mprotince = C = CA ∧ /grant[j]
In statessp1, ssp1 the slaves wait for local writes of their masters to the address
on bus to be completed. Hence we do nothing and go to the next state after
one cycle. The control signals in sp2, sp3, bdata, w and the corresponding slave
states may be completed as an exercise.

2.3 Correctness Proof

i ∈ [0..2P − 1] cache number
j ∈ N0 number of an access
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access(i, j) access j to cache i

s(i, j) =

{
min{t|ca(i).preqt ∧ /snoopconflict(ca(i))t} : j = 0

min{t|ca(i).preqt ∧ /snoopconflict(ca(i))t ∧ t > e(i, j − 1)} : j > 0

e(i, j) = min{t|t ≥ s(i, j) ∧ /mbusy(ca(i))t}, ending time

ad(i, j) = ca(i).pads(i,j)

w(i, j) = ca(i).pws(i,j), (i, j) writes

r(i, j) = /w(i, j), (i, j) reads

bw(i, j, b) = w(i, j) ∧ ca(i).bw[b] (i, j), writes to byte b ∈ [7 : 0]

data(i, j) =

{
ca(i).pdatains(i,j) : w(i, j)

ca(i).pdoute(i,j)+1 : /w(i, j)

Specification of a shared memory

We specify the answer to reads (for each byte) as function of previous writes

auxiliary: accesses before cycle t modifying address a at byte b
M(a, b, t) = {(i, j)|e(i, j) < t ∧ ad(i, j) = a ∧ bw(i, j, b)}

Last access before t modifying address a at byte b:
L(a, b, t) = {(i, j) ∈M(a, b, t)|∀(k, l) ∈M(a, b, t).e(k, l) ≤ e(i, j)}

IS lemma(last access is unique):
M(a, b, t) 6= ∅ (written before)
⇒ #L(a, b, t) = 1 (last access is unique)

Definition: For #L(a, b, t) = 1, we define last(a, b, t) = εL(a, b, t),
with ε-operator: εx = Some element of set x

last(a, b, t): last access (i, j) completing write byte b of address a in cycle ≤ t

The main theorem: r(i, j), access(i, j) reads:

data(i, j)[b] =

{
data(last(ad(i, j), b, e(i, j)))[b] : M(a, b, t) 6= ∅
mm0(ad(i, j))[b] : otherwise

Lecture 10, 12 Nov 2009 (Steven)
An induction hypothesis IH(t) may have many parts:

IH(t) =
∧
X

X(t)
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In the induction step we have to prove:

IH(t− 1) −→ IH(t)

We have an injective function α(X) ∈ N on the parts X of IH. This is the
order in which we prove the lemmata X(t) in the induction step. Therefore the
proof of the induction lemma X(t) can use IH(t− 1) where

IH(t− 1) =
∧
X

X(t− 1)

and it can also use ∧
α(Y )<α(X)

Y (t)

which has been previously proven in the induction step.

Proving the Theorem

In order to conduct the induction proof we will in the following present a number
of lemmata that build on top of each other. They will allow us to simplify the
successive steps of the protocol into a single transition function, which executes
a cache access in one step. Using this 1-step model we can define an order of
cache accesses and ultimately show the main theorem.

2.3.1 Low Level Lemmata

Lemma 1 (Uniqueness of grant signals):
Bus access is granted only to one cache at a time.

∀t.
1

∃ i. grant[i]t

Proof: consider arbiter implementation (nextgrant circuit and grantce signal)

Lemma 2 (no overlap of warm phases): given

(i, j) 6= (k, l) ∧ global(i, j) ∧ global(k, l)

we want to know

[x(i, j) : e(i, j)] ∩ [x(k, l) : e(k, l)] = ∅

where
x(i, j) = min{t > s(i, j) : flush[i]t ∨mprot[i]t}

and
y(i, j) = min{t > s(i, j) : mprot[i]t}

are only defined for global transactions. x(i, j) is the start of the warm phase
while y(i, j) marks the start of the hot phase.
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Attention! The definition of local is overloaded:

local(i, j, t) −→ local(i, j) =


local(i, j, s(i, j))

local(i, j, x(i, j))

local(i, j, y(i, j))

local(i, j, e(i, j))

Similarly for global. Hopefully this overloading is well-defined. For this we need
to prove the stability of the protocol.

RECALL:

HOT = {mprot, sp1, sp2, sp3, bdata, w}
WARM = {flush} ∪HOT
SHOT = {ssp1, ssp2, ssp3, sbdata, sw}

Lemma 3 (automata synchronization):

∀
x∈WARM,y∈SHOT

(x[i]t −→ /y[i]t) ∧ (y[i]t −→ /x[i]t)

Proof: consider automaton above.

Observe, that the term in the lemma can be simplified in the following way:

(x[i]t −→ /y[i]t) ∧ (y[i]t −→ /x[i]t) ≡ (/x[i]t ∨ /y[i]t) ∧ (/y[i]t ∨ /x[i]t)
≡ (/x[i]t ∨ /y[i]t) ∧ (/x[i]t ∨ /y[i]t)
≡ (/x[i]t ∨ /y[i]t)
≡ /(x[i]t ∧ y[i]t)

That is, the warm master and hot slave phases of a single cache do not overlap.

Moreover we can relate the states of the remaining slaves to each other:

z ∈WARM ∧ t ∈ [y(i, j) : e(i, j)] ∧ k 6= i =⇒

sidle[k] ssp1[k] ssp2[k] ssp3[k] sbdata[k] sw[k]
mprot[i] sp1[i] sp2[i] sp3[i] bdata[i] w[i]
y(i, j) +1 +2 +3 +4︸︷︷︸

e(i,j)−1

e(i, j)

transmit wait lookup transmit

With

ϑ(z) =

{
sidle if z = mprot

sz otherwise

we have

z[i]t =⇒ ϑ(z)[k]t (all slaves are in sync)
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Lemma 4 (bus contention):

Let R be a register which is connected to bus b via a tristate driver, then we
have for all caches

i 6= j ∧R[i]oet −→ /R[j]oet

that is, only one cache puts values on the bus at a time. Hence between clock
edges the bus contains valid data.
Proof: consider automata synchronization and automaton construction.

Lemma 5 (spikes):
During the stages flush and bdata the registers, which output signals on the
bus together with their output enable registers are not clocked. I.e. for all
R ∈ ca(i).{mmreq,mmw, bdout, badout} we have:

flush[i]t ∨ bdata[i]t −→ R[i]oe.sett = 0 ∧R[i]oe.cleart = 0 ∧R[i]cet

Thus we also have no spikes on the bus at clock edges.

Lemma 6 (protocol bit transmission):

This lemma concerns the protocol execution besides the data exchange, i.e. the
communication between master and slaves via the address and protocol bus as
well as the state update.

mprot sp1 sp2 sp3 bdata w
trans wait lookup trans
y(i, j) +1 +2 +3 +4

There are 4 sublemmata:

• master broadcast: mprot[i]t, t ∈ [s(i, j) : e(i, j)], a = ad(i, j)

– ca(i).mprotoutt = C1(ca(i).sdoutAt, phitt, w(i, j))t (protocol bits on
bus)

– ca(i).mprotoutoet ⇒ /ca(j).mprotoutoet (for i 6= j, automaton sync)

– for j 6= i: ca(j).mprotint+1 = ca(i).mprotoutt = ca(j).mprotint+2

(a-sync: sidle[j]t ⇒ mprotince[j]t, ssp1[j]t+1 ⇒ /mprotince[j]t+1)

– similar for addresses: ca(j).badint+2 = ca(i).badoutt = a

• lookup phase: sp2[i]t+2

ca(j).sprotoutt+3 = C2(ca(j).sdoutBt+2, bhitt+2, ca(j).mprotint+2)[fCH : fDI ]

• transmission phase: sp3[i]t+3:

ca(i).sprotint+4 = /(
∧

ssp3[j]t+3

/ca(j).sprotoutt+3)

=
∨

ssp3[j]t+3

ca(j).sprotoutt+3
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• writing states back: w[i]e(i,j), sw[j]e(i,j)

ca(i).s(a)e(i,j)+1 = C3(ca(i).sprotin.CHt+4, ca(i).sdoutAe(i,j), w(i, j))

ca(j).s(a)e(i,j)+1 = C2(ca(j).sdoutBt+2, bhitt+2, ca(j).mprotint+2)[ss′]

It would be good to have protocol bit stability, such that we can neglect
the specific points of time we look at the signals in the above on the right
hand side, but can instead just look at the timepoint e(i, j) for all relevant
signals.

Lemma 7 (executing protocol):

This lemma concerns the data transfer via b.data. For bdata[i]t, t = e(i, j)− 2
there are three cases to consider:

1. broadcast BC, after write hit

2. /BC ∧DI, data intervention

3. /BC ∧ /DI, getting data from main memory

Formalization and proof shall be done as an exercise.

Lemma 8 (state invariants hold):

At cycle e(i, j) + 1 the state invariants hold for all caches.

This proves the functional properties of the protocol.

Lecture 11, 19 Nov 2009 (Jerome)
In the following we have to consider liveness properties.

Lemma 9 (system liveness):

The loop of the automaton in bdata is terminating.

grant[i]t ∧ req[i]t −→ ∃t′ ≥ t : w[i]t
′

Once the bus is granted to some master, it will eventually reach state w.
Proof: Consider spikes and contention lemmata and add memory liveness as an
assumption.

Lemma 10 (requests removed):

A cache that gets bus access will eventually lower its request signal.

grant[i]t −→ ∃t′ ≥ t : /req[i]t
′

Proof: Consider system liveness lemma. In state w we clear mprotoutoe.

Lemma 11 (requests stable):

As long as a requesting cache is not granted bus access, it keeps its request up.

req[i]t ∧ /grant[i]t −→ req[i]t+1

Proof: consider automaton construction. In state mwait we keep clocking
mprotout, however global(i, j, t) is constant for t ∈ [s(i, j) : e(i, j)], hence
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∀t′.mwait[i]t′ : mprotout.CAt
′

= 1 holds.

Lemma 12 (arbiter liveness):

Every bus request will eventually be granted.

req[i]t −→ ∃t′ ≥ t : grant[i]t
′

Proof:
Case 1: assume

req[i]t ∧ grant[i]t

then we already have the bus and nothing is to prove. However observe that
/grantcet holds, which implies grant[i]t+1.

Case 2: assume
req[i]t ∧ grant[j]t(i 6= j)

then by lemmata 10 and 11 and case 1 we have

∃t′′ ≥ t : /req[j]t
′′ ∧ req[i]t′′ ∧ grant[j]t′′

which implies
grantcet

′′

Let k be
k = one(grantt

′′+1)

i.e. k is the next bus master. Note: since /req[j]t
′′

it follows that k 6= j. Thus
we have for the distance between bits i and k in grant:

M(i, t′′ + 1) = (i− k) mod 2P < M(i, t)

That is, either i = k and the bus is granted to cache i or the distance measure
M decreases. By inductive reasoning we conclude ∃t′ ≥ t′′ + 1 : grant[i]t

′
.

This lemma finishes the low level arguments.

2.3.2 1-Step Protocol

Now we want to introduce an abstract version of the protocol that models all
interactions as single steps on the cache and memory system. Furthermore we
will prove that this model is implemented by the low level protocol.

Definitions

a = ad(i, j)

data = data(i, j)

hit(i, j, t) = aca[i].s(a)t 6= I

local(i, j, t) = hit(i, j, t) ∧ (r(i, j) ∨ w(i, j) ∧ aca(i).sa(a)t ∈ {E,M})
global(i, j, t) = /local(i, j, t)

where r(i, j) = /w(i, j) and w(i, j) ∧ . . . specifies an exclusive write hit.
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Lemma (global transactions)
Global transactions are either caused by misses or non-exclusive writes.

global(i, j, t) = /hit(i, j, t) ∨ (w(i, j) ∧ aca(i).s(a) ∈ {S,O})

Proof: exercice.

Definitions
As hit,local and global should stay constant throughout a transaction, we can
generalize the definitions.

hit(i, j) = hit(i, j, e(i, j))

local(i, j) = local(i, j, e(i, j))

global(i, j) = /local(i, j)

Remark: The cycle e(i, j) is not the cycle when the hardware makes the deci-
sion to go local or global. That is the cycle s(i, j). Thus, it is crucial to show
that

local(i, j, e(i, j)) = local(i, j, s(i, j)).

1-step coherence protocol
Now we can define the 1-step protocol. First we have to give the semantics
of the master/slave tables and how we represent caches in the 1-step model.
This essentially very similar to the definitions we know already. We denote
corresponding definitions in the 1-step model by adding a “1” to the function’s
or predicate’s name. E.g. we have

ca1(i).X with i ∈ [0 : 2P − 1] and X ∈ {data, tag, s}

Other constructs like aca1(i), hit1(i, j, t), local1(i, j, t), global1(i, j, t) are de-
fined as in many-steps model.

For 1-step computation we assume that access (i, j) is executed in cycle t,
t = δ(i, j). That is, all register and memory updates performed by (i, j) are
visible in cycle t+ 1.

a = ad(t) = ad(i, j)
data = data(t) = data(i, j)

For the state update we need the following notation.

• ps1 = aca1(i).s(a)t

• pw1 = w(i, j)

• define CA, IM,BC according to master table

• define ss′1, DI(k), CH(k) according to slave table (CH =
∨
k

CH(k))

• define ps′1 by master table (depending on CH)
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Then we have for the master state

aca1[i]t+1.s(a) = ps′1

and for all slaves k:

aca1[k]t+1.s(a) = ss′1 for k 6= i with aca1[k].s(a)t 6= I

The data RAMs of the caches must be updated for the master and for all active
caches A(i, j, t) in case of a broadcast.

A(i, j, t) = {k | aca1[k].s(a)t 6= I}

The broadcast data is denoted by BCdata.

BCdata(i, j, t) = modify(aca1(i).datat, data(i, j), bw(i, j))

When there is a broadcast, i.e. a write hit, then all active caches are updated
accordingly.

BC −→ aca1[k].datat+1 = BCdata for k ∈ A(i, j, t)

In case of a miss we need to consider the line fill data.

linefilldata(i, j, t) =

{
aca1(iv).datat(a) : DI ∧ iv = one(DI[0 : 2P − 1])

mmt(a) : otherwise

Note that in the data intervention case only one slave (the owner) forwards the
data. No arbitration of the data intervention is necessary. We can now define
the new state of the data RAM for a miss.

aca1(i).data(a)t+1 =

{
linefilldata(i, j, t) : /IM

modify(linefilldata(i, j, t), data(i, j), bw(i, j)) : ow.

Flushes are denoted by the following predicate.

flush1(i, j, t) = (aca1[i].s(a)t = I ∧ aca1[i].s(va)t ∈ {O,M})

with va as victim address (va = ca1[i].tag(a.line) ◦ a.line). Then the main
memory is updated accordingly.

mm(va)t+1 = aca1[i]t.data(va)

Lemma
State invariants hold in 1-step model with sequential order σ(i, j) = t from
hardware by end cycle.

Lecture 13, 26 Nov 2009 (Alexandra)
Let us repeat 1-step execution of the cache-protocol. Execution function δ

δ(ca,mm, (i, j)) = (ca′,mm′)

specifies an automaton which takes a state (ca,mm), an input ((i, j)) and yields
the next state (ca′,mm′). We want to show that the result of a parallel com-
putation equals the result of the 1-step computation.
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Let us order the set of accesses ending in cycle t. The order does not matter:
we need just fix one.

E(t) = {(i, j) | e(i, j) = t} = (i1, j1), . . . , (ie, je)

Let us turn this order into a list of accesses:

El(t) = (i1, j1) # . . . # (ie, je)

Note that the empty list El(t) = [] is possible in some cycle when everything
ends.

We extend the δ-function to list of transaction. In case of empty list we do
nothing. Otherwise we do first single execution and then execute the rest of the
list recursively:

∆(ca,mm, []) = (ca,mm)

∆(ca,mm, (i, j)#L) = ∆(δ(ca,mm, (i, j)), L)

This is a sequential execution. Note, all transactions ending in the same cycle
operate not with the same address. What are we going to show is a part of the
main lemma.

If you are looking at the hardware cache and at the main memory one cycle
after e(i, j):

(ca,mm)e(i,j)+1 = ∆((ca,mm)e(i,j), El(e(i, j)))

From that we can conclude that state invariants hold:

⇒ state invariants(t) −→ state invariants(t+ 1)

We need to prove this only for single transactions. The proof is done by induc-
tion on single accesses in El(t).

Quick review of notation for definitions of 1-step execution.

• Auxiliary hit signal hit1. We get rid of t.

hit1(ca, i, j) = (aca(i).s(a) 6= I)

• Local read, local write.

local1(ca, i, j) = hit1(ca, i, j) ∧ (r(i, j)∨w(i, j)∧aca(i).s(a) = {E,M})

• Flush. Situation where we do not have a hit, i.e. the state in abstract
cache is invalid. In the concrete cache we have a miss and the victim is
dirty.

flush(ca, i, j) = 6 hit1(ca, i, j) ∧ ca(i).s(a.line) ∈ {O,M}

Victim address is va = ca(i).tag(a.line) ◦ a.line. In case we are flushing
we write back the main memory (mm′ 6= mm).

mm′(va) = aca(i).data(va)
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In the concrete cache we are doing update between x(i, j) and y(i, j):

[x(i, j) : y(i, j)− 1]

By the way, we can postpone it until the cycle e(i, j). e(i, j) does not
concern only address a but also the victim address va. Both have the
same line addresses:

va.line = a.line

Slight change of notation:

• active slaves in the concrete computation AS(i, j, t),

• active slaves for 1-step computation

AS1(ca, i, j) = {k | k 6= i ∧ aca(k).s(a) 6= I}
which have cache hit on line k.

Recall concrete cache components

ca(i).x, where i ∈ [0 : 2p− 1], x ∈ {data, tag, s}
In order to prove the part of the main lemma we will have an auxiliary

lemma which states that we change something only for line addresses.
Lemma: Warm phases of global accesses are disjoint:

global(i, j, s(i, j)) ∧ global(k, l, s(k, l)) ∧ (i, j) 6= (k, l)

=⇒ [x(i, j) : e(i, j)] ∩ [x(k, l) : e(k, l)] = ∅
Proof: Consider automaton and arbiter.
Lemma: (protocol stability for the warm-hot phases). Lemma has two

parts: a part for master automaton and a part for slave automaton.
Master First, let us look at the masters. Imagine t is in the warm phase

t ∈ [x(i, j) : e(i, j)− 1].

We claim that during this time master does not write anything at all:

ca(i).XwA = ca(i).XwB = 0.

Proof: follows directly from the automaton construction. During that time
we have:

(flush(i) ∨ mpot(i) ∨ . . . ∨ bdata(i))t

In these states there are no write signals. In the state (sidle(i))t no write signal
is activated.

Slaves For the slaves the proof is more interesting. For slave k 6= i, and
cycle t ∈ [y(i, j) + 2 : e(i, j) − 1] when we do lookup of the slaves we want to
show that no write signals are active. This means that it is not the case that
the cache address badin corresponds to the address a and it is writing or there
is writing to the processor side with the processors address pad equal a:

6 (ca(k).badint = a ∧ ca(k).XwBt)

∧ 6 (ca(k).padt = a ∧ ca(k).XwAt)

This is slightly difficult.
Proof:
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• For the slave side we can apply automata synchronization and conclude:

ssp2[k]t ∨ . . . ∨ sbdata[k]t ∨ sidle(k)t.

In ssp2 we lookup, from that time we are going to write no more. No
write back is activated in these states.

• For the master side we know from the protocol bit transmission that for
the cache k:

ca(k).badiny(i,j)+1 = a.

Also know that global accesses are disjoint. Using the warm phase dis-
jointness we can conclude:

(idle(k) ∨ localw(k) ∨ mwait(k))y(i,j)+1.

Obviously, if it is waiting we do not worry about this case. We finish
the proof by contradiction. Assume we have some cycle t ∈ [y(i, j) +
2 : e(i, j) − 1] in the master automaton of the slave, signal ca(k).XwAt

is on, and moreover the cache address on the processor side is equal to
ca(k).pad1t = a. Then, obviously, the cache is in cycle localw(k)t. In the
state before there was no writing idle(k)t−1. We had a snoop conflict,
hence, the cache is in idle state idle(k)t. A contradiction. (Note, that in
cycle t−1 ≥ y(i, j)+1 we have the same processor address ca(k).padt−1 =
a.)

Corollaries.
global(i, j, x(i, j)) = global(i, j, e(i, j))

We know the abstract cache state of the master:

aca(i).s(a)x(i,j) = aca(i).s(a)e(i,j).

We know the abstract cache state of the slave:

k 6= i : aca(k).s(a)y(i,j)+2 = aca(k).s(a)e(i,j).

One auxiliary thing that we need is that after the lookup we determine whether
we go idle or not:

AS(i, j, y(i, j) + 3) = AS(i, j, e(i, j)).

Now let us consider the main induction hypothesis (as of today). It has
several parts.

1. Protocol stability #2 for the cold phase.

global(i, j, s(i, j)) = global(i, j, x(i, j)).

2. Write accesses to the same address do not end simultaneously. This is
write uniqueness.

(i, j) 6= (k, l)

ad(i, j) = ad(k, l)

w(i, j) = w(k, l) = 1

 =⇒ e(i, j) 6= e(k, l)
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3.
(ca,mm)e(i,j)+1 = ∆((ca,mm)e(i,j), El(e(i, j))).

We clearly get it for the cache portions. For the main memory we need
something stronger.

4. For this part I can infer the state invariants.

Proof(the protocol stability #2, case global(i, j, s(i, j))). Look at the start
of the transaction and its end.

s(i, j) x(i, j)

y(k1, l1) y(kq, lq) e(kq, lq)

1 q Q

There might be quite a few hot phases of other transactions with the property
a(kq, lq) = a, where q = 1 . . . Q. For all them we have to study what is happening
for global and local transactions. Because we are global we know that wa are
in one of the states — invalid, shared or own:

aca(i).s(a)y(kq,lq) = aca(i).s(a)s(i,j) ∈ {I, S,O}.

The state could be changed only in the last cycle e(kq, lq) and only according
to the slave transaction. If the extra cache state is invalid then at the end it is
also invalid; otherwise the state stays the same or becomes invalid:

aca(i).s(a)y(kq,lq) = I −→ aca(i).s(a)e(kq,lq)+1 = I

aca(i).s(a)y(kq,lq) ∈ {S,O} −→ aca(i).s(a)e(kq,lq)+1 ∈ {I, S,O}

This step follows from the slave tables. In between:

aca(i).s(a)e(kq,lq)+1 = aca(i).s(a)y(kq+1,lq+1)

aca(i).s(a)e(kQ,lQ)+1 = aca(i).s(a)x(i,j)

Now let us prove the write uniqueness.
Proof (write uniqueness).

(i, j) 6= (k, l)

w(i, j) = w(k, l) = 1

ad(i, j) = ad(k, l)

 =⇒ e(i, j) 6= e(k, l)

Let us consider cases:

1. i = k, and assume without loss of generality j < l.

s(i, j) ≤ e(i, j) < s(i, l) ≤ e(i, l).

2. i 6= k. Here we have three cases: global-global, local-local, global-local.

(a) Both are global. Follows from lemma that warm phases are disjoint.
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(b) Both are local.

local(i, j, s(i, j)) ∧ local(k, l, s(k, l)).

Because of writing:

s(i, j) = e(i, j)− 1 s(k, l) = e(k, l)− 1 s(i, j) = s(k, l)

Must be local write hits on exclusive data. Because of locality we
have

ca(i).s(a)s(i,j) ∈ {E,M}
ca(k).s(a)s(i,j) ∈ {E,M}

This contradict the state invariants.

Lecture 14, 1 Dec 2009 (Hristo)

With the current definition of the one-step transition function ∆ we could
not specify the memory because of flushes that happen before the last state.
For closing that gap we have to do some fixes.

Recall Let us recall some definitions:
Set of accesses ending in cycle t.

E(t) = {(i, j) | e(i, j) = t}

List of accesses ending in cycle t.

El(t) = (i1, j1) # . . . # (ie, je)

Extended δ-function for list of transactions.

∆(ca,mm, []) = (ca,mm)

∆(ca,mm, (i, j)#L) = ∆(δ1(ca,mm, (i, j)), L)

Definition We define the next state in a one step model as follows:

(ca1,mm1)0 = (ca,mm)0

(ca1,mm1)t+1 = ∆((ca1,mm1)t, El(t))

The new definition leads to changes in one claim(i.e. the third claim) of the
main lemma. We can now state:

cat = ca1t

mm(b)t =

{
ca(i).data(b.line)t if t ∈ [y(i, j) : e(i, j)] ∧ flush(cae(i,j), i, j) ∧ b = va(i, y)

mm1(b)t otherwise

where a = ad(i, j) and va(i, j) = ca(i).tage(i,j)(a.line) ◦ a.line .

Remarks
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1. If such (i, j) exists it is unique. Follows from the fact that warm phases
are disjoint.

2. If such (i, j) exists then nobody is writing to the victim address.

@(k, l) 6= (i, j).e(k, l) = t ∧ ad(k, l) = va(i, j)

Which is similar to the write uniqueness.

3. We have to extend the state invariants for O, M during hot phase following
a flush.

a.ca(i).s(va(i, j))t ∈ {O,M} - dirty
∧ t ∈ [y(i, j) : e(i, j)] - hot phase
∧ flush(cae(i,j), i, j) - flush to do
−→ mm(va(i, j)t = aca(i).data(va(i, j))e(i,j))

Recall Let us recall some definitions:
In case of a read access, i.e. /w(i, j), data is defined as the data out to
processor.

data(i, j) = ca(i).pdoute(i,j)+1

ATTENTION: as soon as we clock the register ca(i).data is cycle e(i, j) and
we want the register ca(i).pdout to have the data already in cycle e(i, j) + 1,
we need to forward the data in the stage write of the master automaton
to ca(i).pdout (slight modification of the data paths for the Data-RAM of a
cache is required).

Lemma(Answers of reads)
Let t be the last cycle of a read instruction, then data in cycle t is equal to the
content of the abstract memory in cycle t at address a

t = e(i, j) ∧ /w(i, j) −→ (data(i, j) = aca(i).data(a)t+1) ∧ (aca(i).s(a)t+1 6= I),

where a = ad(i, j).
Proof Exercise.
Definition(Abstract Memory)

am(a) =

{
aca(i).data(a) if aca(i).s(a) 6= I

mm(a) otherwise

Using the definitions of the abstract memory we can state Lemma(Answers
of reads) as follows:

t = e(i, j) ∧ /w(i, j) −→ data(i, j) = am(a)t+1,

where a = ad(i, j).

Recall (Main Theorem)
Specification of a shared memory
We specify the answer to reads (for each byte) as function of previous writes
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auxiliary: accesses before cycle t modifying byte b at address a
M(a, b, t) = {(i, j)|e(i, j) < t ∧ ad(i, j) = a ∧ bw(i, j, b)}

Last access before t modifying address a at byte b:
L(a, b, t) = {(i, j) ∈M(a, b, t)|∀(k, l) ∈M(a, b, t).e(k, l) ≤ e(i, j)}
−→ #L(a, b, t) ∈ {0, 1} (write unique)

Definition: For #L(a, b, t) = 1, we define last(a, b, t) = εL(a, b, t),
with ε-operator: εx = Some element of set x

last(a, b, t): last access (i, j) completing write byte b of address a in cycle ≤ t

The main theorem: Let access(i, j) be a read access, i.e. /w(i, j), then it
reads:

data(i, j)[b] =

{
data(last(ad(i, j), b, e(i, j)))[b] if L(a, b, e(i, j)) 6= ∅
mm(ad(i, j))[b]0 otherwise

Proof - Exercise

Definition The number of accesses ending in cycle t we denote by n(t).

n(t) = #E(t)

Definition The number of accesses either ending in cycle t or ended before
cycle t we denote by N(t).

N(t) = n(0) + . . .+ n(t)

The main theorem - A ”‘classical”’ formulation

∃ sequential ordering σ. σ(i, j) ∈ [N(e(i, j)− 1) : N(e(i, j))− 1]

σ is bijective.
σ−1(σ(i, j)) = (i, j)

Definition The last access with respect to σ we denote by lastσ(a, b, z).

lastσ(a, b, z) = max{z′|z′ < z.bw(σ−1(z′), a, b)}

Theorem
Let access(i, j) be a read access, i.e. /w(i, j), then it reads:

data(i, j)[b] =

{
data(σ−1(lastσ(a, b, σ(i, j))))[b] if ∃z < σ(i, j).bw(σ−1(z), a, b)

mm(a)[b]0 otherwise

Proof - Exercise
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n(0) n(t)

N(t - 1) N(t) - 1

),( ji

Figure 2.12: Let t = e(i, j).
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Chapter 3

Address Translation
Mechanisms

Lecture 12, 24 Nov 2009 (Artem S.) Today we make an excursion to
some selected topic in advanced computer architecture course.

Multicore Address Translation Q: Why should one use address transla-
tion at all? A: In order to simulate N systems by 1 system.

Let M be any machine model, e.g.

• single processor,

• multicore processor, or

• Turing machine.

We can state what an M -kernel is.
M -kernel simulates k machines (guests) of type M by 1 machine (host) of type
M . An example is a simulation of k-tape Turing machines by a single-taped
Turing machine.

An M -kernel basically has two ingredients:

• address translation, and

• scheduling of guest.

Address translation defines where to find memories of guests in the memory
model of the host. It is viewed as function from the set of guest addresses to the
set of host addresses: ga 7→ ha. Address translation is performed by a memory
management unit (MMU) via walking of page tables in the memory the host.
This is basically a graph search.

Peculiarities might arise with cache coherence protocols due to a bypass of
a cache. Imagine a scenario: a write to the cache → memory mode change →
bypass the cache → get data from memory. One should be playing carefully
with the memory modes.

Let us consider the hardware. Let a ∈ A be an address. We have A ⊆
{0, 1}32 (for a 64-bit architecture A ⊆ {0, 1}64).
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Recall decomposition of an address into a tag, line, etc. from the topic of
caches. For the address translation we define just another one decomposition.

a = a.px[dot] . . . a.px[1] a.px[0]

• dot is a depth of translation

• px is a page index

• px[x] is a level x page index. For x = 0 it is an offset within a page.

• Page size is usually 4K= 212 bytes. Hence, page index is usually 12 bit.

a.px[x] ∈
{
{0, 1}12 : x = 0

{0, 1}10 : oth.

It works perfectly with 32-bit address. Not so good for 64-bit addresses.
Let us look at the format of page tables.

Page. a.px[dot : 1] specifies a page in the memory. We call it the base address
of the page. In our 32-bit example a.px[dot : 1] ∈ {0, 1}20. Let us denote it
ba = a.px[dot : 1].

Definition: pg(h, ba) is the page specified by the base address ba in the hard-
ware configuration h. In order to define it we need m(h): memory implemented
by the hardware (memory system simulated by the hardware h). Then:

pg(h, ba) = m(h)4K(ba ◦ 012).

Page table entries. Let us define page table entry of the page pg(h, ba).
Take pg(h, ba) interpreted a a mapping from addresses to bytes:

pg(h, ba)4[x ◦ 02] = pg(h, ba)[x]

Here x ∈ {0, 1}10, x00 ∈ {0, 1}12.
What is the format of page table entries pte?

ba v rpte

pt

4

x pt[x]

Have three fields:
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1. The present bit pte.p ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether the entry is meaning full.

2. The right bits pte.r[2 : 0] ∈ {0, 1}3 specify access right of pages “accessed
via” pte

• r[0]: write

• r[1]: system mode

• r[2]: execute

Usually we start page table walking with all rights.

r[i] =

{
1 : right granted

0 : right restricted

3. pte.ba ∈ {0, 1}10: base address of the next page. Points to the page table
if the walking is not finished, or to the user page, otherwise.

Now let us formalize the walking.

Definition. A walk w basically specifies what address one wants to translate,
how many levels of translation should be done, and which wight restrictions are
already encountered.

• w.va: virtual address, a guest address to be translated.

• w.level ∈ [dot : 0]: number of translation steps still needed (walk exten-
sion).

• w.r ∈ {0, 1}3: right restrictions so far encountered (accumulated rights).

• w.ba: base address I have reached so far.

• w.fault: encountered not present entry.

How to start walks and make walk steps?

Initial walk initwalk(pto, va)
pto is a page table origin. It used for walking and stored in one of the special
purpose registers: h.CR3 in x64 model, h.pto in VAMP.

Components of initial walk:

• va = va

• level = dot

• r[i] = 1: no restrictions

• ba = pto

• fault = 0.
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Walk extension wext(h,w) = w′

Assume:

• w.level > 0: otherwise need no more walk extension.

• w.fault = 0

pg pte pg[x]

w.ba ◦ 012

w.va

dot

va.px[w.level]

10

Let pte = pg(h,w.ba)[w.va.px[x.level]]. Components of walk extension:

• w′.fault = /pte.p

• w′.level = w.level − 1

• w′.r[i] = w.r[i] ∧ pte.r[i]: rights accumulated

• w′.va = w.va

• v′.ba = pte.ba: pointer chasing

Now let us discuss what a translated address is.

Translated address. The condition w.level = 0 ∧ /w.fault signals the end
of walking. We can use this walk to translate address. We take the base address
of a user page and concatenate it with va.px[0]:

w.ba ◦ va.px[0]

It would be nice that when I am walking nobody modifies the page tables.
Unfortunately, this not the case even in a single-processor systems.

3.1 Store Buffers

Lecture 15, 3 Dec 2009 (Christian M.) Relevant Literature: Pervasive
Theory Of Memory (DPS 2009).

Consider two computational models: parallel and distributive. A computer
hardware could be taken as a typical example for the parallel computation –
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there are n components (e.g. processor, memory, devices), and these compo-
nents make certain computations simultaneously. The distributive computa-
tional model assumes additionally to the parallel model, that the computations
of all n components can be sequentialized, i.e. these computations can be sim-
ulated in a row.

A general model for parallel computation:

• n components: C1, ..., Cn

• step function: S : N→ [1;n]

Semantic of the step function is: in step t component S(t) makes a step.

Example: Cache construction.

Caches are the components Ca(0), ..., Ca(2p − 1), S(t) = Π1(δ−1(t)) is the
step function, where δ−1 is the inverted function and Π1 is a projection on the
first component in a pair.

Distributed model of processors. Consider the schematic representation
of a multicore architecture.

Main Memory

Ca(0)

MMU

P-core

Ca(n)

MMU

P-core. . . . . . 

SBSB

All of these components doing work in parallel. A processor core communi-
cates with the memory management unit (MMU) in order to get translations.
Having multiple processors we could run into a problem at these point: while
one processor is accessing a page, the other one could change it. (A solution
will be discussed later.)

Moreover, a processor core can communicate with a cache either directly or
through a store buffer. Direct memory accesses are possible too.

So what are store buffers? Originally, store buffers were designed for single
processor architectures as a kind of a cache for pending write accesses for the
memory. That is, every time when a processor wants to write to the main
memory it puts a write request with corresponding data into the store buffer.
These requests will be processed as soon as the main memory becomes accessible.
Later, if a read access should be executed, we look into the store buffer, and take
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the data from it if there is a write access to this address there (data forwarding),
or we make a regular memory read otherwise. Note that in a 1-processor-
architecture the store buffers are invisible for the assembler programmer.

Store buffer in single processor architecture

• we have accesses i ∈ N

• for each of them we have the following predicates

– r(i)

– w(i)

– data(i)

– ts(i): Test and set instruction. It tests a variable, s.t. if it is equal
0, we set it to 1.

– f(i): Access i is fenced: empty store buffer before execution. ts
instruction is always executed ’fenced’, so we have ts(i)→ f(i).

Semantic of accesses

• r(i)→ data(i) = mi(ad(i)) ∧mi+1 = mi

• w(i)→ mi+1(a) =

{
data(i) ad(i) = a

mi(a) otherwise

• ts(i)→ data(i) = (mi(ad(i)) = 0)∧mi+1(a) =

{
1 a = ad(i) ∧mi(ad(i)) = 0

mi(a) otherwise

Moreover we define a helper predicate w(a, i) which denotes a write to ad-
dress a before i.

w(a, i) = ∃j < i : ad(j) = a ∧ (w(j) ∨ (ts(j) ∧ data(j) = 1))

The function last(a, i) gives us the last cycle j before i with a write.

last(a, i) = max{j : j < i ∧ w(a, i)}
⇒ for j ∈ [last(a, i) : i− 1] : mj+1(a) = mj(a)

Lemma 1: Two views of memory:

mi(a) =

{
mlast(a,i)(a) w(a, i)

m0(a) otherwise
← state mi

r(i)→ data(i) =

{
data(last(a, i)) w(a, i)

m0(ad(i)) otherwise
← answers to reads

Every system giving these answers acts like a memory with state

mi(a) =

{
data(last(a, i)) w(a, i)

m0(a) otherwise
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Store buffer

sbe

Construction of store buffers. Store buffers consists of store buffer entries
sbe.

Whereas bpe contains:

• sbe.ad: address of a write

• sbe.data: data

• sbe.index ∈ N: index of a write access

Note the index component of a store buffer entry is a ghost component, that
is, it is not a part of a concrete implementation, but a virtual helper component,
which is only necessary for the purpose of verification. The use of such ghost
components shouldn’t produce any influence on the work of real components,
therefore it is required, that there is no data flow from ghost components to real
components.

The store buffer is formalized as a pair:

sb = (sb.p, sb.m)

Where sb.p ∈ N0 is the number of pending requests and is 0 initially, and
sb.m : [1 : sb.p]→ {sbe′s} is the memory of sbe’s.

Now let’s formalize the changes of a store buffer at a write access:

w(i)∧ 6 f(i)→

sb′.p = sb.p+ 1
sb′.m(k) = sb.m(k) : k ≤ sp.p
sb′.m(sb′.p).ad = ad(i)
sb′.m(sb′.p).data = data(i)
sb′.m(sb′.p).index = i

1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
sb.p

ad data index

As mentioned before, the write access stored in the store buffer will be
executed as soon as the memory becomes available. Changes of a store buffer
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after a write of data to the memory:

sb′.p = sb.p− 1
sb′.m(k) = sb.m(k + 1)
: i ≤ k ≤ sb′.p = sp.p− 1

SB SB’

Invariant: k < k′ → sb.m(k).index < sb.m(k′).index
Moreover, we need to formalize the signal, which signalizes, that the store

buffer contains data to write for a given address:

sbhit(a, sb) = ∃k ≤ sb.p : sb.m(k).ad = a

And the output for the same address. Let k = max{k′ : sb.m(k′).ad = a}
be the index of the last hit, then:

r(i)→ data(i) =

{
sb.m(k).data sbhit(a, sb)

mi(ad(i)) otherwise

m

SB

P-core

data
forwarding

Lemma 2: Store buffer and main memory behave like a single memory.

data(i) =

{
data(last(ad(i), i)) w(ad(i), i)

m0(ad(i)) otherwise

Proof sketch: Let j = sbi.m(1).index be the first write that has not yet
reached the memory.

Invariant 2:

mi(a) =

{
data(last(a, j)) w(a, j)

m0(a) otherwise

With definition of datat(i) the proof follows.
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Store buffers with multiprocessors. Very important to know: store buffers
are visible in multicore.

Example. Assume we have in the memory two values x and y with x = y = 0.
Then assume the following computation flow:

Processors
P1 x := 1

read y
P2 y := 1

read x

Store buffers
in P1: x = 1
in P2: y = 1

In this situation the store buffers could answer with x = 0 and y = 0!. A
direct access to the sequentially consistent memory is impossible.

Lemma 3: If in time interval T for address range A all accesses to A are
fenced (multicore), then store buffers are invisible during T for these accesses
(→ implement locks, etc. there)

So in multicore if a processors locks data structures, the store buffers become
invisible for this processor while accessing these data structures.

3.2 Memory Management Unit

Lecture 16, 8 Dec 2009 (Ulan D.) In this lecture we specify an abstract
MMU and begin to implement hardware MMU.

Personal computers have two MMUs per processor core (Fig. 3.1). One
MMU provides address translations for instruction fetch (IMMU), the other –
for data access (DMMU). An MMU is basically a cache for address translations
together with logic that walks page tables. The cache is called a Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB).

Before we can implement an MMU in hardware we need to establish correct-
ness criteria. For this we have to first specify an abstract model of the MMU
– an interface between hardware and software. Intuitively, the hardware is cor-
rect iff software that was programed correctly against the abstract model runs
correctly on the hardware. We want software to make as few assumptions about
the MMU as possible. So we abstract as much as possible (Fig. 3.2). Instruction
and data MMU units are modeled by an abstract TLB unit. Hardware steps are
deterministic – if one knows the initial hardware state, one can predict which
address translations are cached in IMMU/DMMU for any hardware cycle. We
don’t want software to rely on this, so we make the abstract model nondeter-
menistic. In particular, the abstract TLB may cache any address translation
defined by the page tables.

The abstract model is a distributed system, i.e. the units make steps in
nondeterministic order. To prove that our hardware is correct, we can fix some
order σ for the abstract model, and prove that the hardware simulates the steps
of the abstract units in order σ. Software cannot assume any paritcular order,
so it gives us extra degree of freedom in choosing σ.
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DMMUIMMU
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DMMUIMMU

Core

Caches

Memory

Figure 3.1: MMU in hardware

Let H be the set of all valid hardware configurations. Since the hardware
is deterministic, there is a transition function δH ∈ H → H. Denote the set of
all valid abstract configurations as A. The abstract model is nondeterministic,
so its steps are described by a transition relation ∆A ∈ A × A. We can get
rid of nondeterminism by constructing an oracle σ ∈ Σ that fixes the order of
units and other nondeterministic choices. Thus, we have a transition function
δA ∈ A× Σ→ A× Σ, such that (a′, σ′) = δA(a, σ)⇒ ∆A(a, a′).

Definition Hardware Correctness. Hardware (H, δH) is correct with respect
to abstract model (A, δA) iff there exists an abstraction function abs ∈ H → A
such that

∀h′, h ∈ H : h′ = δH(h)⇒ ∃σ, σ′ ∈ Σ, n ∈ N : δnA(abs(h), σ) = (abs(h′), σ′)

where δnA denotes δA composed with itself n times (δ0A(x) = x).

Nondeterministic abstract model is very useful for hypervisor programming.
To simplify correctness proofs, hypervisor obeys some software conventions (e.g.
doesn’t mix memory modes, flushes TLBs after page table updates). The guest
may do whatever it likes, in particular, it may break those conventions. The
hypervisor must intercept such actions and simulate them. The hypervisor
has freedom in implementing the simulation, because the guest was programed
against the nondeterministic model (reference: Ernie Cohen, private communi-
cations).

3.2.1 Page table walks

Now we concentrate on MMU. First we revisit page table walks from lecture
12. These definitions are crucial and used for both abstract TLB and hardware
MMU.
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Figure 3.2: Abstract Model

An address a ∈ B32 has components px[0] ∈ B12, px[i] ∈ B10(0 < i ≤ dot):

a = a.px[dot] ◦ a.px[dot− 1] ◦ . . . ◦ a.px[0]

Here the depth of translation dot = 2. For 64-bit addresses dot can be 4.
A walk w ∈Walk has components

• va ∈ B20 – the virtual address to be translated (without the page offset
px[0] component).

• level ∈ Bdot+1 – the unary representation of the current level. The current
level is the number of remaining walk extensions.

• ba ∈ B20 – the physical address of the current level page table (without
the px[0] = 012).

• r[j] ∈ B, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} – the accumulated access right restrictions.

• fault ∈ B – the page fault indicator.

Summing up the widths of the components we get Walk = B47. There
are two operations on walks: walk creation and walk extension. We represent
these operations by two functions winit ∈ B20 × B20 → Walk and wext′ ∈
Walk × B32 →Walk.

The function winit(va, pto) initializes a walk w given the virtual address va
to be translated and the page table origin pto:

w.va = va
w.ba = pto

w.level = 1 ◦ 0dot

w.r[j] = 1 for j ∈ {0, 1, 2}
w.fault = 0

The function wext(w, pte) extends the given walk w into a walk w′ using the
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page table entry pte (assume 〈w.level〉u > 0, w.fault = 0):

w′.va = w.va

w′.ba =

{
pte.ba if pte.p

w.ba otherwise

〈w′.level〉u =

{
〈w.level〉u − 1 if pte.p

〈w.level〉u otherwise

w′.r[j] =

{
w.r[j] ∧ pte.r[j] if pte.p

w.r[j] otherwise

w′.fault = ¬pte.p

As was discussed in lecture 12, the page table entry pte must be fetched from
the memory page defined by w.ba, and the index of the entry is w.va.px[〈w.level〉u].
Thus, wext(h,w) = wext′(w, pg(h,w.ba)[w.va.px[〈w.level〉u]]).

The page tables must reside in well defined memory, i.e. compatible memory
modes must be used to access page tables. Let us denote the set of all page
table addresses as PTA. Depending on whether the memory region m(h)(PTA)
stays unchanged or not, the graph induced by the page tables will be static or
dynamic. If the region stays unchanged then we can define iterated walks wexta

for a ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dot}:

wext0(h,w) = w
wexta+1(h,w) = wexta(h,wext(h,w))

Note that in general case the region can be changed by other processors, so
we cannot use the same parameter h in the above definition.

3.2.2 Abstract TLB model

We model the MMU simply as a set of walks.

Definition Abstract TLB. TLB = set of walks

TLB actions. The TLB can perform any of the following actions:

• create an initial walk for any va: TLB′ = TLB ∪ {winit(va, h.pto)}

• extend some walk w ∈ TLB: TLB′ = TLB ∪ {wext(h,w)}

• drop some walk w ∈ TLB: TLB′ = TLB \ {w}

(Note: define the corresponding functions and parameterize TLB with h ?)

External commands. The processor core can issue the following commands:

• flush TLB: TLB′ = ∅

• invalidate virtual address translation va (invlpg): TLB′ = TLB \ {w :
w.va = va}
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• translate virtual access acc.va, acc.r[j] into physical address pa and fault
indicator fault:

TLB′ = TLB
hit(w) = w.va = acc.va[31 : 12] ∧ 〈w.level〉u = 0

hit ok(w) = hit(w) ∧ ∀j : acc.r[j] ≤ w.r[j]
hit bad(w) = hit(w) ∧ ∃j : acc.r[j] > w.r[j]

fault = (∃w ∈ TLB : hit bad(w) ∨ w.va = acc.va[31 : 12] ∧ w.fault)

pa =

{
w.ba ◦ acc.va.px[0] if ¬fault ∧ hit ok(w) ∧ w ∈ TLB
0 otherwise

The definition is not quite correct. We have to guarantee that there will
be at most one w with hit ok(w). Otherwise, pa is undefined.

3.2.3 MMU implementation

We place MMU between the processor core and the rest of the memory system
(store buffer, caches, main memory). Whether or not the MMU uses the store
buffer to access the memory is not yet fixed. So in future we might place the
store buffer parallel to MMU.

MMU

TLB
cache

mm

SBcore

t-bus c-bus

Figure 3.3: Memory Buses

The bus between the processor core and the MMU is called the t-bus, the
bus between the MMU and the memory system – the c-bus.

The interface between the MMU and the t-bus consists of the following
signals:

• t.req – asserted by the processor core to signal a memory access request.

• t.busy – asserted by the MMU in response to t.req.

• t.adr – the virtual address of the memory access (controlled by the pro-
cessor core).

• t.din – the data in case of write memory access (controlled by the processor
core).

• t.w – asserted by the processor core to signal write memory access.

• t.r – requested access rights.

• t.dout – the response data in case of read memory access (controlled by
the MMU).
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• t.pf – asserted by the MMU to indicate that the memory access generated
a page fault.

The interface between the MMU and the c-bus is the ordinary memory
interface where the MMU assumes the role of the processor:

• c.req – asserted by the MMU to signal a memory access request.

• c.busy – asserted by the caches in response to c.req.

• c.adr – the physical address of the memory access (controlled by the
MMU).

• c.din – the data in case of write memory access (controlled by the MMU).

• c.w – asserted by the MMU to signal write memory access.

• c.dout – the response data in case of read memory access (controlled by
the caches).

3.2.4 MMU data paths

wext’

h.ptot.adr.ba

20 20

winit

w

|w| |w|

initw

pte

car

1 0 1 0

3232

c.dout[31:0]c.dout[63:32]

car[2]

32

|w| 32

pteadr

t.adr.px[0]
12

10

10

t.adr tlb.dout

32 32

32 32

32

h.mode

nofault

|w|

|w|

32

|w|

tlb.din

MDRR

Figure 3.4: MMU data path
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12
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Figure 3.5: pteadr circuit

The MMU consists of logic to walk page tables, logic to delegate processor
memory access to caches, and a buffer to store address translation (TLB). The
Fig. 3.4 shows the MMU data paths. There are three registers w, pte, car. The
first one stores the current walk. The second stores the page table entry that
was fetched from the caches. The third stores either the address of the next
page table entry (walk not finished) or the translated physical address of the
processor core memory access (walk finished or translation found in TLB).

If the paging is switched off (h.mode = 0) then circuit simply copies the
t.adr to the c-bus. Otherwise, it checks whether the translation for the virtual
address is in the TLB or not. If yes, it copies tlb.dout to the c-bus. Otherwise,
a new page table walk is initiated (initw = 1). In the subsequent cycles the
walk is extended. This ends either with a page fault or with writing the walk
into the TLB.

3.2.5 MMU Control Automaton

There are six states: idle, read, write, fetch pte, next w′, and write tlb as
depicted in Fig. 3.6. These states will be explained in the next lecture, as well
as the following signals:

nofault = t.req ∧ (tlb.hit ∨ ¬h.mode) ∧ ¬t.busy
c.req = read ∨ write ∨ fetch pte
c.r = read ∨ fetch pte

¬t.busy = (read ∨ write) ∧ ¬c.busy ∨ idle
IRce = it.req ∧ ¬it.busy ∧ nofault

MDRRce = dt.req ∧ ¬dt.busy ∧ nofault
Conserning IRce, MDRRce, it might make sense to consider only the DMMU,
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and then IMMU implementation can be easily adapted.

idle

fetch

pte

next

w’

write

tlb

nofault ^ t.r

nofault ^ t.w

readc.busy

/c.busy

write
c.busy

t.req ^ /t.busy ^ /tlb.hit ^ h.mode

c.busy

/c.busy

/w.fault ^

/w.level[0]

w.fault

w.level[0]

Figure 3.6: MMU control automaton

3.3 Distributed computer system: abstraction
complexity

Lecture 17, 10 Dec 2009 (Mikhail) Practically speaking, a computer sys-
tem we want to specify and verify is a distributed system. It consists of several
processor cores, MMUs, store buffers, caches and the main memory.

In order to model that system, a proper specification of every single unit,
as well as interaction of units should be provided. However, the complexity
of the processors (and particularly x64 architecture) allows many degrees of
freedom in the specification of the system. As an example, consider the standard
representation of the memory system on Fig. 3.7 a. In case of an untranslated
request, the MMU is bypassed and the request goes directly into the memory
(or to the caches). However, in the hardware construction of the MMU (Section
3.2.4) some MMU gates are also used for the untranslated memory accesses.
Particularly, the address of the access is written into the register car, located
in the MMU, and only then it is put on the bus to the memory. So the memory
system (with respect to the hardware MMU construction) should be depicted
as on Fig. 3.7 b.

An analogues example can be built with store buffers. So the open question
is “How to cut boxes, while specifying the computer system?”.

The next problem arising in the specification of the system is to define a
single step of each component of a computer system. For example, in the ab-
stract TLB (and MMU) model extension of a walk is represented as a 1-step
operation:

w′ = wext(w, pte).

However, in the hardware construction of the MMU (Section 3.2.4) walk
extension is, in fact, performed in two steps:
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Figure 3.7: Memory system

1. fetch corresponding page table entry (waiting for the memory might be
necessary),

2. compute the extended walk.

Another example is a memory read/write instruction executed by a processor
core in translated mode. In the abstract ISA model the instruction is executed
in 1 step. In real hardware, however, it requires several steps including the
following:

1. getting address translation from MMU (sub-steps might be required),
which includes performing walk extensions and (possibly) accessing the
memory,

2. starting an access to the memory,

3. getting answer from the memory,

4. completing instruction in the processor core.

In the x64 architecture memory accesses are (generally) not aligned. This
means, that write accesses to two consecutive memory pages can possibly hap-
pen. Therefore, we need to perform two address translations before we start
writing to the first page. Otherwise, it might happen that we modify the first
page and only then see that the second page is write protected. In this case no
memory modification should happen.

GUESS TODAY: modeling of memory read/write operation should re-
quire several steps in the abstract model.
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Figure 3.8: External interrupts in a hardware pipe

A modern computer system contains several pipelined components. Not
only the processor core is pipelined, but also other components, such as e.g.
caches, might have pipes. These components can send external interrupts to
the core, which are collected by the processor in the stage k. On Fig. 3.8
external interrupt vector eevt is written into registers of stage k together with
the instruction Ii−k+1, which is executed in stage k−1 in cycle t. The instruction
Ii−k+1 is the one, which is interrupted by the vector eevt.

In order to be able to model external interrupts in the processor core we
need algebra to say, what instruction is executed in cycle t in every stage of the
pipe. Such algebra is provided with the help of the scheduling function I(k, t),
which returns the index of instruction being executed in stage k in cycle t.

In the distributed system a pipelined component might send an interrupt to
a pipelined core. In this case an instruction Ii, executed in the stage u.k − 1
of the processor core in cycle t is interrupted by the instruction Ij , executed in
the stage u′.k′ of the system component u′ (Fig. 3.9). In order to construct a
consistent model, we need to find an order of instructions executed in the system.
However this is a hard task, and in general this order might be impossible to
built. The two questions arising from the issue are:

1. Why can we sequentialize steps of units in our processors?

2. Can we?

Scheduling function. Scheduling function I(k, t) returns the index of an
instruction being executed in stage k in cycle i. It is processor ghost data and
is used for processor specification and correctness proof of pipelined hardware.
The scheduling function for the VAMP processor is defined in the following way.
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Figure 3.9: Communicating pipes

1. In the starting cycle of execution all stages are in state “before execution
of instruction I0 ”.

∀k. I(k, 0) = 0

2. For the instruction fetch stage (k = 1) we take the next instruction in case
if update enable signal is raised.

I(1, t+ 1) =

{
I(1, t) + 1 uet1 = 1

I(1, t) otherwise

3. For the stages where there is no branching in the previous stages (i.e.
data to stage k may come only from the stage k − 1) we simply take the
instruction from the previous stage (Fig. 3.10 a).

I(k, t+ 1) =

{
I(k − 1, t) uetk = 1

I(k, t) otherwise

4. For the stages where the data might come from several previous stages we
make a case distinction based on the control signals (Fig. 3.10 b).

I(k, t+ 1) =


I(k′, t− 1) ¬st ∧ uetk = 1

I(k′′, t− 1) st ∧ uetk = 1

I(k, t) otherwise
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Figure 3.10: Stage k of the pipe.

3.4 Memory Management Unit (cont.)

3.4.1 MMU Control Automaton (cont.)

Now we define the remaining control signals for the MMU data paths.

initw = idle ∧ treq ∧ ¬tlbhit ∧ h.mode
ptece = fetch ∧ ¬cbusy
wce = compnextw′

carce = nofault ∨ compnextw′ ∧ ¬w.fault ∧ ¬w.level[0]

tlbw = writetlb

tlbdin = {w.ba, w.r[2 : 0]}

MMU reports a page fault to the processor core in case if some page table
entry on the path is not present or if there is violation of rights in the TLB
cache or during a walk extension.

pf = (fetchpte ∧ w.fault) ∨∨
i

(t.r[i] > tlb.r[i]) ∧ (idle ∧ treq ∧ thit ∨ compnextw′)

3.5 Multicore Address Translation (revision)

Lecture 18, 14 Dec 2009 (Artem A.) As we considered before for the
translation of the virtual address va ∈ V A to the physical memory address we
use the function pma(h, va). For orderly use of the MMUs there must be a
page table address range PTA and hopefully the memory m(h)(a) defined for
a ∈ PTA. The content m(ht)(a) is constant for t ∈ T - time interval when the
page table used.
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Returning to the concept of walk translation, we have:

w0 = initwalk(va.ba, h.pto)

wi = wexti(w0, h)

pma(h, va) = wdot.ba ◦ va.pa[0]

3.6 Binary Arithmetic (revision)

Recall that for a bit string a ∈ {0, 1}n we denote by

〈a[n− 1 : 0]〉 =

n−1∑
i=0

ai · 2i ∈ [0 : 2n − 1]

a natural number with binary representation a[n−1 : 0]. In this case a is called
a binary number.

The integer number with two’s complement representation a is denoted as

[a[n− 1 : 0]] = −a[n− 1] · 2n−1 + 〈a[n− 2 : 0]〉 ∈ [−2n−1 : 2n−1 − 1]

The bit string a is called two’s complement number. Depending on the sign bit
a[n− 1], we have [a[n− 1 : 0]] < 0↔ a[n− 1] = 1.

One can easily prove the property about the sign extension for such numbers,
namely:

[a[n− 1] ◦ a[n− 1 : 0]] = [a[n− 1 : 0]]

Question: Are the addresses in the processor binary or two’s complement
numbers? Answer: Does not really matter because

〈a[n− 1 : 0]〉 = [a[n− 1 : 0]] mod 2n.

3.7 Short Excursion to Instruction Set Archi-
tecture (ISA)

As an example we consider a load word instruction (lw) for the DLX processor.
The configuration of the processor we denote as

c = (c.pc, c.gpr, c.spr, c.m),

where the programm counter c.pc ∈ {0, 1}32, general purpose register file
c.gpr : {0, 1}5 → {0, 1}32, c.spr is a special purpose register, and the memory
c.m : {0, 1}32 → {0, 1}8.

The synonyms used are: h.mode = h.spr(x), h.pto = h.spr(x′).
In the ISA the instruction being executed for the configuration c we denote

as I(c) so that

I(c) =

{
c.m4(c.pc) : h.mode = 0

c.m4(pma(c, c.pc)) : h.mode = 1
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Figure 3.11: Format of I-type DLX instruction.

For example, Fig. 3.11 shows the standard layout for instructions with an
immediate operand.

The effective address ea(c) used for loas/store instructions is computed in
the following way

ea(c) = c.gpr(RS1(c)) +32 sxt(imm(c)),

where +32 is 32-bit modulo binary arithmetic and the signed extended immedi-
ate constant sxt(imm(c)) is defined as sxt(imm(c)) = imm[15]16 ◦ imm[15 : 0].

The opcode of the load word instruction in configuration c is computed from
some table and opc(c) = code(lw).

The result of execution of such instruction is

c′.gpr(RD(c)) =

{
c.m4(ea(c) : c.mode = 0

c.m4(pma(c, ea(c))) : c.mode = 1

3.8 Memory Management Unit Correctness

To show the MMU correctness we have to consider its work cycle by cycle.
Recall that the start and end cycles of a request to the MMU we denote as

ts and te correspondingly. We mean that xth fetch completes for x ∈ [1 : dot]
stating f [x]. The walk extension after f [x] is e[x] = f [x] + 1.

For the cycles we use also use the names: w - write TLB, il - idle is ith time,
r, wr - last cycles of read and write.

The MMU correctness consist of less than 32 cases to be considered in the
proof depending on:

1. read / write

2. tlb hit / miss

3. fault / no fault

4. IMMU / DMMU

5. user / system mode

As an example, we consider the case: read, tlb miss, no fault, IMMU, user
mode. So, we have:

w0 = hts+1.w = initwalk(hts.ps, hts.pto)

hf(x)+1.pte = pte(hts, wextx−1(hts, w0))

he(x)+1.w = wextx(hts, w0)

hw+1.tlb.dout.va = wextdot(hts, w0).ba
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Figure 3.12: Address decoding

Let w + 1 = i1, then
hi1+1.car = pma(hts, hts.pc)

hr+1.IR = m(hts)(pma(hts, hts.pc))

Moreover, we need a convention stating that there is no self-modifying code
while being in the translated mode.

3.9 Page Tables Setup

We consider a most orderly case. Let X be an address range. A set of base
addresses we denote as X.ba = {x.ba|x ∈ X}. The range of virtual addresses
we call V , A - addresses.

To translate the virtual base address vba ∈ V.ba we consider a prescribed
translation:

T : V.ba→ A.ba

The rights function is
r[2 : 0] : V.ba→ {0, 1}3

For a level x ∈ [dot+ 1 : 1] de denote Px level x prefixes of V.ba such that

Px = {vba.px[dot : x]|vba ∈ V.ba}

Note that an empty prefix / address root of page table is Pdot+1 = {ε} and
P =

⋃
Px.

Intention: walking address prefixes pr ∈ P leads to page table base addresses
ptba(pr). Obviously, we have ptba(ε) = h.pto.

We consider Fig. 3.12. Let us assume that page table addresses are page
aligned and are disjoint, namely

ptba(pr) 6= ptba(pr′), pr 6= pr′

ptba(pr)[11 : 0] = 012

Consider x ∈ [dot : 1]. Let pr = vba.px[dot : x + 1] ∈ Px+1, px = vba.px[x],
and pte = pg(h, ptba(pr))[px]. We consider two cases:
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1. x > 1 - not a leaf, then

pte.p = 1↔ pr[px] ∈ Px

We do not restrict the rights if x > 1: pte.r[j] = 1.

pte.ba = ptba(pr ◦ [px])

2. x = 1 - a leaf, then

pte.p = 1↔ pr ◦ [px] ∈ P1 = V.ba

pte.r[j] = r(pr circ[px])[j]

pte.ba = T (pr circ[px])

Let w0 = initwalk(vba, h.pto), w0.ba = h.pto = ptba(ε), w0.level = dot,
wx = wext(h,wx−1), wx.level = dot− 1.
Lemma: Let vba.px[dot : dot− x+ 1] = prx. We have

wx.ba =

{
ptba(prx) : x ≤ dot− 1 ∧ prx ∈ P
T : x = dot ∧ vba ∈ V.ba

Prescribed right of vba:

wx.r(i) =

{
1 : x ≤ dot− 1 ∧ prx ∈ P
r(vba)(i) : x = dot ∧ vba ∈ V.ba

wx.fault =

{
0 : prx ∈ P
1 : prx /∈ P
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Chapter 4

Out-of-Order Execution

4.1 Tomasulo schedulers

Lecture 19, 17 Dec 2009 (Andrey) In the ”classical” pipeline there are
following steps:

IF instruction fetch

ID instruction decode (includes fetching operands)

EX execution stage, e.g. it does

computation the effective address computation for memory access

aligning the data to be stored

...

M memory access

WB write back results, e.g. to GPRs.

Imagine you have a floating point unit (FPU) in the execution stage (EX).
This unit operates on floating point registers (FRs). Let’s consider the exe-
cution of instruction performing the division of floating point registers and an
instruction adding floating point registers.

FR1 = FR2 / FR3 (1)
FR2 = FR5 + FR6 (2)

To perform such a division our FPU needs 11 cycles and for adding two
floating point operands it needs 4 cycles. As you can see the second instruction
does not depend on the result computed by the first one. Following the in-order
execution the second instruction should wait for 11 cycles until the first one
is done. Thus, dropping this execution can result in better performance, i.e.
performing the out-of-order execution. We consider the out-of-order technique
on the Tomasulo scheduling algorithm.

Let’s describe the structure of a processor with Tomasulo Scheduler (Fig.
4.1). The execution begins with the instruction fetch, as in the in-order machine.
The Tomasulo scheduling algorithm does not cover this phase; it is assumed that
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the Tomasulo Scheduler and reorder buffer
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the instruction fetch is done in program order. In the next stage, the instruction
is decoded. This includes fetching the operands if available. The instruction
and the operands are then passed to a reservation station (RS). This is called
issue. Reservation stations act as queue for instructions (their source operands)
and are between the decode/issue stage and functional units. Note that the
instruction is passed to the reservation station even if forwarding fails. This is
in contrast to the in-order machine, which stalls in this case.

As soon as all operands are available, the instruction is passed from the
reservation station to the functional unit. This is called dispatch. This is done
without obeying the program order of the instructions, i.e. , the instructions
can overtake each other at this point. After the function unit has finished
the execution, the result of the instruction is passed a special register, called
producer.

In case the producer holds an instruction, it requests a result bus, called
common data bus (CDB). As soon as the request is acknowledged, the result is
put on this bus. This bus is used for two purposes: 1) The instruction is passed
to the reservation stations that wait for the result because of a data dependency,
and 2) the result is passed to the reorder buffer.

The reorder buffer re-sorts the instructions back in program order. The
benefit of this is that we can write the results into the register file in program
order (in-order termination). This allows precise interruptions of the instruction
stream.

What is about the correctness criteria? The correctness: simulation of se-
quential execution. Previously we defined the DLX configuration as

c = (c.pc, c.gpr, c.spr, c.m),

and the instruction being executed for the state c as

I(c) =

{
c.m4(c.pc) : user mode

c.m4(pma(c, c.pc)) : o.w.

Next state computation for state c and external interrupt event vector eev

c′ = δ(c, eev)

where δ specifies what the current instruction is doing.
We denote the initial hardware state by c0. It is the state after reset. Then

we have a sequence of states (ci) = (c0, c1, . . .), where ci+1 = δ(ci, eev).
We denote by Ii = I(ci) the instruction to be executed at the configuration

ci.
View of instructions here:

D(i) = S1(i) op(i) S2(i)

It is slightly too simple to have a single destination operand and two source
operands. Indeed, there are a few destination operands as well as source operands.

• D(i, x) is a destination operand x of the instruction Ii, where x ∈ {0, 1, 2}

• S(i, x) is a source operand x of the instruction Ii, for x ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
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As example we list operands used in floating point operations. So there are
two operands for left source operand, two operands for the right source operand,
one operand for rounding mode (up), one operand for interrupt mask (e.g. for
wrapped exponents), one operand (IEEEf) in case the arithmetic operations
are masked the masked interrupts should be accumulated (it requires a special
treatment: whether all floating point operations are sequentialized or to accu-
mulate them in the WB stage and drain the pipeline before reading IEEEf),
two operands for the result and one operand for the resulting IEEEf.

64

32 32

0
22

01
3

4

single 
precision

double 
precisionsingle 

precision

Figure 4.2: Floating Point Register File

FU
32

res[2]
32

res[1]
32 32

res[0]

opcode op[1] op[2]

Figure 4.3: Functional Unit

Embedding convention:
Where do we find results, e.g. result of the single precision operation, is

it located left, right or at both cells (Fig. 4.2). We introduce an embedding
function mapping a register r to a number indicating destination register. Then
the result for the register r is in res(e(r)).

Register Files:
R(r).v (valid bit) if it set then there is no instruction currently executing

with the register r as destination. R(r).tag is a local name of the last instruction
with the register r as destination, i.e. R(r).v = 0. This local name is computed
as the instruction number mod Θ, where Θ is a number of entries in ROB.

Reservation Stations:
Each reservation station has: 1) a full bit RS(rs).full indicating the reser-

vation station with number rs is in use; 2) RS(rs).tag is the instruction in the
reservation station; and 3) RS(rs).op(x) contains the data related to the source
operand x of the instruction in the reservation station rs. It consists of a valid
bit RS(rs).op(x).valid. If it is set then the value of the operand is stored in
RS(rs).op(x).data. If it is not set, then the tag of the instruction producing the
value is stored in RS(rs).op(x).tag.

Notation:
Xt: is some hardware register X at cycle t, i.e. ht.X. Some register R(r)t

is visible in instruction set (our specificaiton). Ris is a value of the specification
register in the beginning of cycle i.

The basic things are introduced. Now it is time to state the invariants over
datastructures of the Tomasulo scheduler. A few invariants will be presented
which should give the basic idea how the Tomasulo scheduler works.

Invariant 6.1. (Kroening)
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Let instruction Ii be in issue stage and let the valid bit of the register R(r)
be set. Then, the register data is correct.

I(issue, t) = i ∧R(r).vt → R(r).datat = R(r).si

Lemma 6.40 (Kroening)
Let Ii be the instruction in issue stage during cycle t. If a register R(r) is

marked as not valid during cycle t in the producer table, there is an instruction
prior to instruction Ii that writes R(r) and the tag of the register in the producer
table is the tag of the last instruction prior instruction writing R(r).

I(issue, t) = i ∧ /R(r).vt →
∃j < i ∃x : D(j, x) = r ∧ R(r).tagt = tag(last(i, r))

where tag(j) = j mod Θ and last(i, r) = max{j|j < i ∧ ∃x : D(j, x) = r}
Invariant 6.2. (Kroening)
Let the instruction Ii be in reservation station rs and let reservation station

rs be full. If an input operand of the reservation station is valid, the value in
the operand registers is the correct source operand of the instruction Ii.

I(RS(rs), t) = i ∧RS(r).fullt ∧RS(rs).op(x).vt →
RS(rs).opct = u such that functional unit of RS(rs)

with opcode u and operands S(i, x) produces results D(i, x)
∧RS(rs).op(x).datat = R(s(i, x))is ∧RS(rs).tagt = tag(i)

Lemma 6.42 (Kroening)
Let reservation station rs be full and let instruction Ii be in this reservation

station. Let operand x be not valid, and let r be S(i, x). This implies that
there is an instruction prior to instruction Ii with destination R(r) and the tag
of operand x is the tag of the last instruction prior to Ii with destination D(r).

I(RS(rs), t) = i ∧RS(r).fullt ∧ /RS(rs).op(x).vt →
RS(rs).opct = u such that functional unit of RS(rs)

with opcode u and operands S(i, x) produces results D(i, x)
∧∃j < i ∃y : D(j, y) = S(i, x) ∧ RS(rs).op(x).tagt = tag(last(i, S(i, x)))∧

RS(rs).tagt = i mod Θ

Lecture 20, 5 Jan 2010 (Sabine)

Producers: P (f) - producer register of functional unit f .
full               tag                    res(y)

P (f).full (full bit) is set if a result from functional unit f has been computed
and is ready to go to the common data bus.
P (f).tag is the tag of the instruction this result belongs to.
P (f).res(y) are the results from the functional unit.

Invariant 6.3

I(P (f), t) = i ∧ P (f).fullt ∧ r = D(i, x)→
P (f).res(e(r)) = R(r)i+1

s ∧ P (f).tagt = tag(i)
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Common Data Bus (CDB): Essentially, we have the same invariant for the
common data bus as we had for the producers:

Invariant 6.4

I(CDB, t) = i ∧ CDB.fullt ∧ r = D(i, x)→
CDB.res(e(r)) = R(r)i+1

s ∧ CDB.tagt = tag(i)

Reorder Buffer (ROB):

v          res(x)               D(x)    MCA   pc   dpc   npc   ndpc

R O B ( t a g )

The reorder buffer can be thought of as a RAM consisting of ROB entries.
The ROB is addressed with tags. An ROB entry ROB(tag) consists of:
ROB(tag).v (valid bit)
ROB(tag).res(x) (results) which contain the results from functional units in
case the valid bit is set.
ROB(tag).D(x) (destination registers) where the results res(x) should be writ-
ten back to.
ROB(tag).MCA (masked cause bitvector) which collect the masked interrupt
bits that occured for this instruction.
ROB(tag).pc, ROB(tag).dpc (program counter and delayed program counter)
for handling repeat interrupts.
ROB(tag).npc, ROB(tag).ndpc (next program counter and next delayed pro-
gram counter) for handling continue interrupts.

Precise Interrupts: In ROB(tag).pc, ROB(tag).dpc, ROB(tag).npc, and
ROB(tag).ndpc the current pc, delayed pc, as well as next program counters
are saved at issue-time of the instruction. In case of an interrupt, pc and dpc (or
npc and ndpc) are saved to the epc and edpc special purpose registers. These are
used to continue execution at the correct location when the interrupt handler
returns.

We want to have precise interrupts: If an interrupt occurs in Ii, we would
like to roll back all computation for subsequent instructions Ii+1, Ii+2, . . . (in
case of a repeat interrupt we also want to roll back Ii, e.g. page fault). Rolling
back is possible if the results of these instructions have not yet made their way
back to memory or registers. This is what the reorder buffer is there for: It
collects results to write them back to memory ”in order” which allows us to
provide precise interrupts.

When an instruction is the oldest in the ROB and an interrupt signal is
present in the masked cause bitvector the instruction is interrupted and the
remaining entries of the ROB are discarded.

Invariant 6.5

I(ROB(tag), t) = i ∧ROB(tag).vt ∧ r = D(i, x)
→ ROB(tag).res(e(r)) = R(r)i+1

s

∧ROB(tag).D(x)t = r
∧ROB(tag).pct = pcis (before Ii, for repeat interrupt)

ROB Implementation The reorder buffer is a queue implemented by a mul-
tiport RAM plus three registers:
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• head (pointer)

• tail (pointer)

• counter (θ + 1-bits, i.e. modulo 2Θ)

On the reorder buffer, the following operations are performed:

• test full: counter = Θ (counter[θ] = 1)

• test empty: counter = 0

• insert: ROB(tail) = z; tail + +; counter + +

• delete: z = ROB(head);head+ +; counter −−

Tomasulo Protocol In the lecture, we showed slides from D.Kroening’s dis-
sertation which specified the protocol for the Tomasulo scheduler. The informa-
tion can be found in chapter 6.4 in figures 6.3-6.7 of the dissertation on pages
251-254.

Binary Subtraction In order to decrement the counter, it is helpful to know
about binary subtraction.

Let x, y ∈ {0, 1}n, 〈x〉 ≥ 〈y〉, then

〈x〉 − 〈y〉 = 〈x〉+ 〈ȳ〉+ 1 mod 2n

n

x

n

y

n

1

sub-n

Proof: It is easy to see by definition that

〈x〉 = [0x]
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Further,

[x̄] = −x̄n−12n−1 +

n−2∑
i=0

x̄i2
i

= −(1− xn−1) · 2n−1 +

n−2∑
i=0

(1− xi)2i

= −[x]− 2n−1 +

n−2∑
i=0

2i

= −[x]− 2n−1 + (2n−1 − 1)

= −[x]− 1

which is equivalent to
−[x] = [x̄] + 1

Using this, we have

〈x〉 − 〈y〉 = 〈x〉 − [0y]

= 〈x〉+ [1ȳ] + 1

= 〈x〉+ 〈ȳ〉+ 1− 2n

≡ 〈x〉+ 〈ȳ〉+ 1 mod 2n
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Chapter 5

Multicore Processor

Lecture 21, 7 Jan 2010 (Mareike)

Multicore Processor

• construction

– sequential consistent memory(sm)

– MMU’s

– Out-of-Order (OOO) execution using Tomasulo Schedulers

• correctness proof

Goal: Put all components together in one construction
such that it works together with the correctness proof.

Multicore ISA

We require

• a state/configuration c

• and a next state c′ = δ(c)

Starting point: A DLX configuration c consists of

• a processor configuration c.p including
c.pc a program counter
c.dpc the delayed pc
c.gpr general purpose registers
c.spr special purpose registers
c.fpr0, c.fpr1 floating point registers for even/odd addresses

• and a memory part c.m

The multicore configuration mc is defined as follows:

• mc.p processors
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• [0 : P − 1]→ mc.p[i]
a mapping from a processor number to a processor configuration

• mc.m memory shared by all processors

Before: The next state c′ can be computed by using the transition function δ
where c = (c.p, c.m). Note that it is splitted into two next state functions
performing a step on the processor δp or the memory δm respectively.

c′ = δ(c)

= (c′.p, c′.m)

= (δp(c.p, c.m), δm(c.p, c.m))

We have a distributed system with a number of processors: 0..P-1.
The step function s : N0 ⇒ {0..P − 1} maps the number of the step i to the
corresponding processor configuration,
i.e., s(i) denotes the number of the processor making progress in step i.
(unknown to user, programs better work for all (hopefully) fair step functions)

We now define the multicore computation mci:

mci+1.p(x) =

{
δp(mc

i.p(x),mci.m) x = s(i)

mci.p(x) x 6= s(i)

mci+1.m = δm(mci.p(s(i)),mci.m)

ATTENTION: The main theorem for sm has almost but not exactly this form

σ(i, j) is not a step function

(i, j)
σ−→ k ∈ N0

(i, j)
σ−1

← k ∈ N0 step function for the caches/memory system
i = (σ−1k)1, where ()1 defines the extraction of the first component
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step functions s for processors:
one processor instruction
fetch, maybe ls (load/store)

fetch 1 sm access
fetch and ls 2 sm accesses ⇒ one ISA-step: take ls access?

Software conventions

The page fault on fetch handler has to guarantee that the code section should
not be modified between sync/drain pipe. During thins time fetch can be re-
ordered immediately before the corresponding ls.

1) No self-modification

MMU: a→ pma(c, a) maps the virtual address a to a physical memory ad-
dress.

pma: wexti+1(c, w0) = wext(c, wexti(c, w0))
pma(c, a) = wextdot(c, initwalk(c, a))

Note that the same c is used everywhere. dot steps of walk are viewed in this
definitions as atomic steps.

Justification:
2) While walking do not change PTA(page table area), PTO, PTL, mode

mc-ISA + hardware correctness proof ⇒ correctness theorem:
typical: register R in stage k:
I(k, t) = i→ h.Rt = Ris
example: R(r).data of R(r).v = 1 in Tomasulo invariants

Integrating MMU and LS unit into Tomasulo Scheduler

We add three units:

1. Ad: Adress computation
result: ea(c) = c.gpr(RS1(c)) +32 sxtimm(c), where c.gpr(RS1(c)) is an
operand

2. MMU
result: pma(c, ea(c)), operand: ea(c), store result in TLB

3. LS - load/store unit
operand: pma
result: mdrl for loads when to allow LS to write to msys:

load: always unless from devices with read side effect (e.g., ATAPI disc),
this requires hardware data-structure
specifying I/O ports, device properties..

store: only if instruction is oldest in ROB

ATTENTION: loads can be out of order in ROB,
write back of everything from ROB (head) is in order.
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RS RS RS

Ad

MMU

TLB
LS

memsys =

caches + mm
SBuf

pma

ea

snoop

on TLB

Figure 5.1: Integration of units into Tomasulo Scheduler.

Lecture 22, 12 Jan 2010 (Christoph)

For the correctness proof of the multicore processor we will combine the following
ingredients.

• “ordinary” processor correctness and ISA

• shared memory correctness

• correctness proof for pipelining

That means that we omit store buffers and Tomasulo scheduler for the moment.
Recall the step semantics for processor q in the distributed system.

mci+1.p[q] =

{
δp(mc

i.p[q],mci.m) if q = s(i)

mci.p[q] otherwise

mci+1.m = δm(mci.p[s(i)],mci.m)

To derive the semantics of load/store in a distributed system we first consider
the purely sequential case. The instruction to be executed in configuration c is
determined by reading main memory at the address pointed to by the delayed
pc.

I(c) = c.m4(c.dpc)

In case of load(c) ∨ store(c) (depending on I(c)) we determine the effective ad-
dress of the load/store instruction by adding a sign extended immediate constant
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to the content of operand register RS1.

ea(c) = c.gpr(RS1(c)) +32 sxtimm(imm(c))

Note that the effective address as well as the delayed pc must be aligned to
word boundaries.

c.dpc[1 : 0] = 00 ea(c)[1 : 0] = 00

Also there are more load/store instructions than lw and sw, which have different
access widths, namely loads and stores of bytes and halfwords, where we addi-
tionally distinguish signed or unsigned loads. Formally load/store semantics in
a sequential setting are defined as follows.

Lecture 23, 14 Jan 2010 (Jan)

Let c be a DLX configuration. Furthermore we define

load(c) = lw(c) ∨ lh(c) ∨ lhu(c) ∨ lb(c) ∨ lbu(c)

and
store(c) = sw(c) ∨ sh(c) ∨ sb(c)

The width of an access in bytes determines

d(c) =


1 : lb(c) ∨ lbu(c) ∨ sb(c)
2 : lh(c) ∨ lhu(c) ∨ sh(c)

4 : lw(c) ∨ sw(c)

By means of predicate u(c) we distinguish between unsigned and signed accesses:

u(c) =

{
1 : lbu(c) ∨ lhu(c)

0 : otherwise

The effective address of the access in both cases, store(c) and load(c), is given
by

ea(c) = c.gpr(RS1(c)) +32 sxtimm(c)

Assuming case store(c), the save register is set to the content (according to the
access width) of the destination register:

sres(c) = c.gpr(RD(c))[8d(c)− 1 : 0]

Accordingly, the memory at the effective address of the adjacent configuration
c′ equals the content of the save register:

c′.md(c)(ea(c)) = sres(c)

In case of load(c), the load register is set to the memory content at the effective
address:

lres(c) = c.md(c)(ea(c))

Not all accesses have a width of 32 bits. Thus, before writing the content of the
load register to the destination register we have to determine a fill-bit in order
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to balance the different access widths. If an unsigned access was performed, the
fill-bit is 0, otherwise we take the sign-bit of the load register:

fill(c) =

{
0 : if u(c)

lres(c)[8d(c)− 1] : otherwise

Function Lres(c) = fill(c)32−8d(c) ◦ lres(c) concatenates the fill-bits with the
load register content. Finally, the general purpose register RD(c) of the adjacent
configuration c′ is set to the value of Lres(c):

c′.gpr(RD(c)) = Lres(c)

Lecture 22, 12 Jan 2010 (Christoph)

For defining the load/store semantics in the distributed case we first have to
consider the implementation and correctness of a pipelined processor.

Excursion: Pipelined processor construction and correctness proofs

In order to speed up the execution of programs modern processors are pipelined.
The processor implementation is divided into n stages where each stage can
handle one instruction at a time. In the best case pipelining thus yields a
speed-up of n for the same clock frequency.

The pipelined DLX implementation is depicted in Figure 5.2. Here the processor
step is dividen into five stages. Each instruction.has to pass though the stages
in the following order.

1. IF - instruction fetch

2. ID - instruction decode

3. EX - execution

4. M - memory

5. WB - write back

During instruction fetch the next instruction is loaded from instruction memory.
In the instruction decoder the particular instruction and its operands are iden-
tified and clocked into the input registers for the execution stage. Subsequently
the necessary arithmetic or logical computation takes place there, followed by
the memory stage, where loads and stores are performed. Results are assigned
to their register destinations in the write back stage. Here also interrupts are
handled. Each stage has its output registers, which lie on the dotted border
between the stages in Figure 5.2. Dashed reqisters only exist in the implemen-
tation and are invisible to the programmer. They can be represented in the
specification model as functions of the current configuration c.
In Figure 5.2 certain circuitry is simplified as so-called environments for clarity.
They incorporate the following functionality.

• PCenv - program counter environment - nextpc computation, delayed pc
and implementation, pc forwarding and reset logic
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linkpc dpc

Figure 5.2: High level view of the pipelined DLX data paths

• IMenv - instruction memory environment - selects the right instruction
from a cache line

• IRenv - instruction register environment - instruction and operand decod-
ing, control signal generation

• EXenv - execution environment - ALU and shifter operations, effective
address computation, shift for store and generation of memory byte write
signals

Ideally execution in the pipeline would run continuously with each instruction
passing to the next stage in every clock cycle. However the stages IF, ID and M
might stall, meaning that they are not able to proceed with instruction execution
for some reason. In that case the output registers of that stage are not updated
and the current instruction remains in that stage.

There is a stall engine which controls the update enable signals uek of stage k’s
output registers. It internally operates with two signals.

• fullk - an instruction is currently processed in stage k. If the execution
below a stalling stage continues, the subsequent stages become empty. We
speak of “bubbles” in the pipeline.
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• stallk - stage k is stalled. Note that uek = /stallk.

We can give a formal definition for the stall signals.

stallk = fullk ∧ (hazardk ∨ stallk + 1)

From this we see that only full stages may stall. The reason for the stall might
either be a hazard in that stage or because their is a stall in a stage below.
In the latter case we have to stall the pipeline above the respective stalling
stage in order to prevent overwriting intermediate values with those of the next
instruction. The actual reasons for stalling - hazards - depend on the particular
stage we are looking at.

• hazard1 = icabusy - we stall the instruction fetch stage, as long as the
instruction case is busy.

• hazard4 = dcabusy - in stage M we might have to for the cache.

• hazard2 = dhazA ∨ dhazB - in the instruction decoder we might discover
data hazards for our operands A and B.

Observe that execution and writeback stage never stall. A data hazard occurs
if the current instruction depends on results of instructions which have not
yet produced the required data. With the help of a forwarding circuit we can
avoid waiting for such instructions to pass stage WB in order to get the required
operands. Computation results can be forwarded to stage ID from the pipelined
C registers. Nevertheless instructions can rely on load results of preceding
instructions. Thus the definition of dhazA needs to incorporate these cases.

dhazA = ((Aadr = Cadr.2)∧ full2 ∧ load2)∨ ((Aadr = Cadr.3)∧ full3 ∧ load3)

The definition of dhazB follows analoguously. A data hazard is detected by
comparing the destination registers of loads that are currently in stages EX and
M with the source registers of the instruction we are currently decoding. In case
of a match we do not clock the output registers of stage ID.

Concerning the correctness of the pipelined implementation in the single-procesor
case the following induction hypothesis has to be proven. Let I(k, t) denote the
instruction in stage k in cycle t and R be a register of stage k. We use shorthands
Rtπ = htπ.R for registers of the implementation, RiS = ci.R for visible registers
of the specification machine, and RiS = R(ci) for invisible registers which can
be represented as functions of ci. We then have to prove for all registers R:

Rtπ =

{
R
I(k,t)
S R visible

R
I(k,t)−1
S R notvisible

For signal X in the circuit above the output registers of stage k we have

Xt
π = X

I(k,t)
S ,

with shorthand notation Xt
π = X(htπ) and Xi

S = X(ci).
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Connecting the pipelined implementation with the memory system

Regarding the distributed system we are especially interested in the memory
stage where we access the memory system via the data cache. The effective
address for the memory access is stored in memory address register MAR.
MDRs contains the data to be written to the cache line in case of stores. We
also need byte write signals and a write signal which is taken from con.3. In
case of loads the read result is clocked into register MDRl. A problem here is
to connect the the load and store accesses from above with the line-addressed
memory system in the hardware. In particular we have to examine the sh4s and
sh4l circuits.

Lecture 23, 14 Jan 2010 (Jan)

Case: store(c)
The question is where to store sres(c) such that it fits into mdrs(c). Therefore,
we define sbits(c) which specifies the interval where sres(c) should be located
in mdrs(c):

sbits(c) = [8(〈ea[2 : 0]〉+ d(c))− 1 : 8〈ea[2 : 0]〉]

From this it follows that

mdrs(c)[sbits(c)] = sres(c)

In a similar way we define sbytes(c) for bytes:

sbytes(c) = [〈ea[2 : 0]〉+ d(c)− 1 : 〈ea[2 : 0]〉]

For the register mbw we get the following relation:

mbw(c)[b] = 1↔ b ∈ sbytes(c)

Case: load(c)
The content of the load register is stored in the interval sbits(c) of the register
mdrl(c):

mdrl(c)[sbits(c)] = lres(c)

insert picture...
Details of the construction of the actual shifting and the fill-bit-computation

can be found in MP00.

Correctness proof for the pipelined multicore hardware

We now switch back to the distributed system consisting of P processors. Pro-
cessor q ∈ [0 : P − 1] is connected to instruction cache ca(2q) and data cache
ca(2q + 1)

We continue with the local scheduling functions of the form I(q, k, t) = (q, i),
meaning that instruction i of processor q in cycle t is in stage k.

The correctness proof is done by induction on t with the local hypothesis that
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X denotes signals in the circuits above stage k and R denotes the visible or
invisible registers of stage k:

Rq,t = ht.p[q].R
Xq,t = X(ht.p[q])

The following local claims have to be glued together:

fullq,tk → Rq,t =

{
R
I(q,k,t)
S : if R visible

R
I(q,k,t)−1
S : otherwise

ueq,tk → Xq,t = X
I(q,k,t)
S

In order to connect the hardware with the distributed model we have to argue
about the processor scheduling, i.e., the step function.

Defining the Step Function

We define the function dis(q, j) which determines the position in the execution
sequence of the distributed system where processor q performs its j-th step. We
have to consider the fact that the number of steps j starts from 0. Thus, before
step j, the steps 0, . . . , j−1 have already been performed. Keeping this in mind
we come to the following definition:

dis(q, j) = min{x | #{i | i ≤ x ∧ s(i) = q} = j + 1}

We still have to give the definition for s(i)

Let cycle t = e(i, j) (purely defined by the hardware) and interpret s(a : b) as
a list with the property s(a : b) = s(a) ◦ s(a + 1 : b). Until cycle t we define
the step function as s(0 : z(t)) = s(0 : z(t − 1)) ◦ Zl(t), with Z(t) denoting
a set of processors that stepped for cycle t and Zl(t) as list of elements of
Z(t). the number of processor step already performed at time t is denoted by
z(t) = #Z(t) + z(t− 1).

Then processor q ∈ Z(t) if the following conditions hold:

(∃j : t = e(2q + 1, j) ∨ (∃j : t = e(2q, j) ∧ /load′(IRq,t+1) ∧ /store′(IRq,t+1))

with load(c) = load′(I(c)) and store(c) = store′(I(c)).

This means that we count processors as “having stepped” in cycle t, if they
finish in that cycle either a load/store access or an instruction cache read which
fetches an instruction that is not load/store.

Using the abbreviation mcq,j = mcdis(q,j).(p[q],m) we can now define the cor-
rectness theorem for the specification registers resp. signals.

Rq,iS =

{
mcq,i.R : if R visible

R(mcq,i) : otherwise

Xq,i
S = X(mcq,i)

Note that Y.(a, b) = (Y.a, Y.b).
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Claim: Relating Memories
Let la ∈ LA = 0, 129 be a line address. We define the abstract memory am as
follows:

amt+1(la) = mcz(t)+1.m8(la ◦ 03)

whereas the initial content is given as:

am0(la) = mc0.m8(la ◦ 03)

To preserve the software conditions, the code may not be self-modifying and the
program counter has to point into the valid code range. Formally we define:

(store(mcq,j)→ ea(mcq,j)[31 : 3] /∈ CR) ∧mcq,j .dpc[31 : 3] ∈ CR

We use these definitions in the following lemma.

Lemma 1: The updated line in the specification memory of the adjacent con-
figuration c′ looks as follows:

c′.m8(ea(c)[31 : 3]) = modify(c.m8(ea(c)[31 : 3]),mdrs(c),mbw(c))

Construction of S4S(Sketch):
insert picture...

Lecture 25, 21 Jan 2010 (Jérôme)

Recall
In order to define the specification machine we need the definitions of e(i, j) and
s(i, j) from hardware computation ht. This can be done by the use of I(q, k, t)
and ls3 (∈ con3). From that, we can define the step function s and the function
dis. We can finally state:

mcq,i = (mcdis(q,i).p[q],mdis(q,i).m)

For this definition, we can’t obviously use ls(mcq,i).

Definitions
Let’s define by induction the function nls which returns the number of load
store of p[q] up to instruction i:

nls(q, i) =


−1 : i = 0

nls(q, i− 1) + 1 : ls(mcq,i)

nls(q, i− 1) : otherwise

Now let’s look at the counter part in hardware:

NLS(q, k, t) =


−1 : t = 0

NLS(q, k, t− 1) + 1 : ueq,t−1k ∧ lst−1k−1
NLS(q, k, t− 1) : otherwise
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Lemma 2b(extra induction hypothesis)

NLS(q, k, t) = nls(q, I(q, k, t))

Remark
It’s kind of some theorem than:

Rq,t = R
I(q,k,t)
S

First we have to redefine e(i, j) and s(i, j) which is now easier.
Let’s do it for the data-cache:

s(2q + 1, j) = min{t | NLS(q, Ex, t) = j ∧ ¬snoopconflict(ca(2q + 1))t}

and
e(2q + 1, j) = min{t | t ≥ s(2q + 1) ∧ ueq,tM }

where
uek = fullk−1 ∧ ¬stallk and stallk = stallk+1 ∨ hazardk

So everything is ok for data caches.

Attention! For instruction caches, with i = 2q:

1 full0

pc dpc

i−ca

1 0

IMar[2]

29

64

q

IR

IR’

1

2

1

IMad

We have:
stall1 = stall2 ∨ imbusywithstall2 ∈ {0; 1}

We have to understand the pc forwarding and we have to modify the control of
i-caches such that:

¬ibusy = ue2

When it’s done, the theory above will be right.

Relating processors and ca(i)
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i 2q 2q + 1
ca(i).pad IMad[31 : 3]∗ mar[31 : 3]
ca(i).pdin mars[63 : 3]
ca(i).pbw mbw[7 : 0]
ca(i).pdout IR′[63 : 0] mdrl[63 : 0]
ca(i).preq full2 ∨ stall1 full3 ∧ ls.3

The ∗ means that we can have spikes. As conquence, the lemma which assumes
no spikes can’t be shown and the input registers for MM are needed.

Definition (delayed pc)
In the sequential ISA, we have pc and dpc.

I(c) = c.m4(c.dpc)

c′.dpc = c.pc

c′.pc =


c.pc+32 sxtimm(c)

c.gpr(RS1(c)))

c.pc+32 432

Theorem
This is equivalent to delayed branch.

Consequence:

1 full0

pc dpc

29

1

IMad

Pipelined hardware with stalling

2

1

Sequential specification machine

pc dpc

IMad

Now what has to be shown is the induction step correctness proof for stage
1: let I(1, t) = i We have to prove:

IMadt = dpcis

In order to do this, we need a lemma about stalling.

Lemma

fulltk ∧ fulltk′ ∧ ¬fulltl −→ I(k′, t) = ∀l.I(l, t) = I(k, t)− 1
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with l ∈ [k : k′] and k ≤ k′.

Induction hypothesis as before (but without q’s). We have two cases:

IMadt =

{
pct : fullt1
dpct : ¬fullt1

=

{
pc
I(2,t)
s : fullt1

dpc
I(2,t)
s : ¬fullt1

=

{
pci−1s : fullt1
dpcis : ¬fullt1(lemma)

= dpcis

with

I(1, t) = i full1 ¬full1
1 i i
2 i− 1 i

Next step is fixing the control of ca(2q).

Remarks

• local writes are not a problem because there are only reads to i-caches

• ¬mbusyold ∧ stall1
– delay writing to IR’ (stall semantics)

– keep mbusynew = 1

stall

w

requires bus signal
   for stores

bdata

1

stall

sbdata sw

• local reads: as we have one cycle without stalls up to many cycles with
stalls, we do not start if you cannot write the result.

That means:

case: local read only

starts if /stall

idle

2

Here is an alternative(?)
In this case, we have to worry about e(i, j) 6= ue2
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result

ca(i).pdout

ca(i).pdout’ stall 2
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Chapter 6

Booting x64-like machine

Lecture 26, 26 Jan 2010 (Alexandra)
TODO:

• next iteration of the lecture

• theses

The following things are to be done:

1. ’nested page table’. We use MMU supporting composition of translations
(for virtualization/hypervisors). For that we need:

• specification (Ulan)

• construction (probably easy)

• relevant simulation theorems

Here we have 3 players:

• hypervisor: well behaved, software conventions

• guest OS/Kernel, software conventions may not hold ...

• multiprocessor environment

2. more simulations for hardware/distributed systems. The positive point
here is that we have proof technology.

shared memory

parallel machine

}
correctness proof

3. formal models of multiprocessor machines. For that we need

• Ulan’s thesis

• classroom version of the model with following components:

– processor core

– memory system (mm, ca(i)) [memory and cache]

– store buffer

– MMU’s
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– inter processor interrupts (IPI)

∗ starting up parallel machine

∗ draining all pipes (after code load)

4. multiprocessor correctness
OOO (out-of-order execution), sb (store buffer), nested page tables
processor model: distributed system

We are not far from finishing the proof but we might need more time than
we have untill the end of the lecture.

If we would have this:
’X64’-like processor model

user model:

msys(mm, ca(i))

q

core

sb

MMUprocessors

OOO hardware:

RS

MMU LSU

m

sbuf

sys

CDB

ROB

R

LS: writes only if head of reorder buffer
fenced writes only if store buffer is empty
reads can be done out of order

The questions: can I construct ordering which corresponds to the steps of
the user models?

• accesses of MMU

• not orderly guest OS

I am free to define step function δ() of unorderly guest OS.
loads + stores / interleave at sycles e(i, j) as in proof for pipelined DLX

processors.
In OOO machine writes are performed in order. Reads could be executed out
of order, that leads to the problem.

cycle t1 = e(2q + 1, j) < t2 = e(2q + 1, j′) < t3 : WB of read(a)
access j proc q read(a)
access j′ proc q′ write(a)

So, WB of all instructions should be done in order.
Coherency snoop:

ROB entry with load result participates in snoop protocol.
Variants:
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• participate in global transactions =⇒ expencive hardware

• roll back load instruction =⇒ processor liveness at least requires proof

Startup/Booting an X64-like machine
Clearly, after reset:

• processor q = 0 is running in untranslated mode p[q].mode = 0

• other processors q 6= 0 are in idle state (no accesses to msys) until IPI

msys

q = 0

core(0)

MMU

sb
q 6= 0

idle
invisible
mode = 0

=⇒

msys
sb

core(0)

seq DLX model

Memory map of abstract memory:

am

PTS

reserve
as page

table space

KS kernel space

Actions of core(0):

1. load kernel from disk to KS. For that we need a disk driver, whose
correctness is PhD theses:
processor + devices model
HW → distribute model
semantics is very subtle: unclear how to do for many real processors.

2. set up page tables
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core

stages

M

WBI(WB, t)

write to M/IO-ports clear

JISR

CA (cause register)

internal
external interrupt eit, active in cycle t

3. wake up core(i) in translated mode: ∀i > 0 : core(i).mode = 1

external interrupts
sequential semantics: interrupts instruction clearly I(WB, t) = i = I(M, t −
1) = . . . I(M, t − s). II(M,t−1) stores to an I/O-port, clearing interrupt ei.
Now assume, device activates ei again in cycle t. Interrupted instruction is
I(WB, t) = i. I(WB, t) catches an interrupt that it cleaned! So, we need to
catch external interrupts else where.

Distributed system processor-devices: in step function p - processor, d - disk,
d′ - other devices.

p p p pd d d dd’ d’ d’ . . .

driver
reorder! if
possible

We need two reorder lemmas:

• between disk and other devices d↔ d′

• between processor and other devices p↔ d′

Hypothesis here:

• processor does not access I/O-ports of other devices d′

• disabled interrupts of d′

But in general this is not enough. Here are two examples:

1. device d′ is timer and bomb for d. We assumed that there is no commu-
nication side channel.

2. d is motor management, d′ is air conditioning. Side channel: power con-
sumption.

There are two possibilities to access I/O ports by driver:

• inline assembly code. In this case we need assembly+C semantics, using
alloc function of compiler

• external functions. Here we use theory of linking.
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Lecture 27, 28 Jan 2010 (Christian)

Booting a x64-line machine

Booting in system mode (mode = 0, no MMU) implies:

• load kernel into KS

• set up page table in PTS

• make up core(i), i > 0

But we have two problems:

1. Store buffers sb(i) are invisble

2. What is structured parallel C?

Sequential small step C0 sematics (≈ PASCAL with C syntax).

• Syntax.

• Semantic is defined by a grammar.

Example:

2 +    3 * 5

e1

e2

Here the semantic of the operators is applied to the expressions, producing an-
other expression, and so on, recursively.

Semantic styles

• Big step: by induction on the derivation tree, e.g.:

while   B         {   body   }

[| while - statement |]

However this style gets difficult with appearing of side effects like interac-
tion with other processors, I/O access, etc.
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• Small step: maintain the ’program rest’: sequence of statements to be
executed.

Formal definition

• Abstract C machine.

• Configuration state c with the following components:

– c.pr: program rest, initially: c0.pr = body(main)

– Moreover, we also need memory. There are three kinds of memory:

∗ c.gm: global memory

∗ c.hm: heap memory

∗ c.lms: local memory stack (function frames)

∗ c.rd ∈ N: recursion depth (the number of recursively created
calls (and not executed yet))

Transition function

Definition: c′ = δ(c)m kaing a ’small step’.

Components of a memory m:

• m.ra ⊂ {Names}: range. Finitie for m = c.hm, names are not user
defined.

• m.ty : m.ra→ {types}: defines types of variables in m.

• m.ct : m.ra→ {V ariables} with m.ct(x) ∈ Ra(m.ty(x))

Definition of types

Let T be a type, then Ra(T ): possible values for variables of type T.

type→ int | bool | uint | char | arr(type, n) | str(n1 : type1; ... ;ni : typei) | ptr(name)

Definition: tt is a type table, which is keeping track of types declared in
type declarations.

tt.ra ⊂ {Names} ∧ tt.ct : tt.ra→ {types}

Semantics

• ptr(name) points to variable of type tt.ct(name).

So far we we have presented the following components:

• m = (m.ra,m.ty,m.ct)

• tt = (tt.ra, tt.tc)

• m ∈ {hm.gm, lms(i)}
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Definitions:

• Variable (m,x): m is memory, x ∈ m.ra.

• Subvariables SV: (m,x)u

• Variables: (m,x) = (m,x)ε

• for (m,x)u in SV holds: type((m,x)u) = arr(t, n)⇒ (m,x)u[i], i < n.

• type((m,x)u) = str(n1 : t1; ...;ns : ts)

• (m,x)u.ni ∈ SV

Definition: Ra(T ) : T type.

• Ra(arr(t, n))→ r with r : [0 : n− 1]→ Ra(t)

• Ra(str(n1 : t1; ...;ns : ts))→ r with r : {n1, ..., ns} → Ra(t1)∪ ...∪Ra(ts)
and r(ni) ∈ Ra(ti)

• Ra(ptr(name)) = s with s a subvariable, type(s) = tt.tc(name)

Expression evaluation

Let x be a variable name. Then x 7→ (m,x),m = bind(c, x), the variable to
which x is bounded in configuration c.

Notation

• top(c) = c.lms(c.rd− 1)

• Visibility rule:

bind (c, x) =

{
top(i) x ∈ top(c).ra
gm.x x ∈ gm.ra ∧ x /∈ top(c).ra

Value computation

• va(c, x) =
{
bind(c, x).ct(x) : bind(c, x) 6=⊥

• va(c, x[i]) = va(c, x)(i)

• va(c, x.ni) = va(c, x)(ni)

• va(c, p∗) = va(c, va(c.p))

Statement semantics

• va(c, e): e espression, boolean expression.

• val(c, e): left value, location.

• val(c, x) = (bind(c, x), x)

• val(c, x) = bind(c, x).ct(x)

• val(c, x[i]) = val(c, x)[i]

• va(c, p∗) = va(c, va(c, p))

• va(c, p&) = val(c, p)
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Lemma: va(c, p&∗) = va(c, p)

Consider the program rest as a list, then we have

c.pr = head(c.pr)#tail(c.pr).

How do we compute c′ = δi(c)? We make a case split on head(c.pr).

• Case 1: head(c.pr) is an assigment: e = e′.
⇒ val(c′, val(c, e)) = va(c, e′)

• Case 2: while e{ss} with ss is a statement sequence.

⇒ c.′pr =

{
ss # c.pr val(c, e) = True

tail(c.pr) otherwise
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Chapter 7

Parallel C Semantics

7.1 C0 Small Step Semantics

Lecture 28, 03 Feb 2010 (Artem S.)

We have dynamic and static parts of the C0 small-step semantics. A config-
uration c is dynamic whereas a type table tt is static. We are going to introduce
an additional static component.

Function Table and Function Calls Imagine we are talking about a func-
tion call

head(c.pr) = e = f(e1, . . . , en).

The semantics of the function call boils down to execution of the function’s
f body which we denote body(f). We need to formalize where we keep these
function bodies.

We introduce an additional static component — a function table denoted
ft. It has four components. The first two are:

• the function names range

ft.ra = {f | f is a name of a declared function}, and

• the function bodies

ft.body : ft.ra 7→ {s | s is a statement sequence ending with return(e).}

Having this, we can express the semantics of a function call

c′.pr = ft.body(f); tail(c.pr),

c′.rd = c.rd+ 1.

The latter equation corresponds to creation of a new function frame for f on
the local memory stack. We will define later how we create this frame.

Besides the function bodies we need to store

• function parameters,
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• local variables, and

• the return destination subvariable.

For each function we store these variables in the third component of a function
table which is a mapping from function names to symbol tables

ft.st : ft.ra 7→ {symbol tables}.
A single symbol table st consists of

• the variable names range st.ra

• their types (in the corresponding type table) st.ty : st.ra 7→ tt.ra.

For a function table ft we define its symbol tables component as follows:

ft.st(f).ra = {x | x is a parameter of f} ∪ {y | y is a local variable of f},
ft.st(f).ty(x) is taken from the function declaration.

Note that wee need to keep track of the order in which parameters appear.
For this we introduce the fourth component of a function table which for every
declared function f is a mapping from parameter positions to their names:

ft.par(f) : [1 : np(f)] 7→ {x | x is a declared parameter.

Now we are able to define how the new memory frame for a called function
is created. We will call it the top local memory frame and denote

top(c) = c.lms(c.rd− 1).

We insert an artificial variable rds (not used elsewhere) to the set of the top
local memory frame’s variables:

top(c′).ra = ft.st(f).ra ∪ {rds}.
The types of parameters and local variables are taken from the respective symbol
table whereas the type for the variable rds corresponds to the left-hand side of
the function call expression:

top(c′).ty(z) =

{
ft.st(f).ty(z) : if z is a parameter or a local variable

type(val(c, e)) : z = rds, e is the left-hand side expression.

The contents of the respective variables are obtained by evaluation. Here we
distinguish cases for parameters e1, . . . , ep and for the left-hand side expression
e of the function call:

top(c′).ct(z) =

{
va(c, ei) : z = ft.par(f)(i)

val(c, e) : otherwise.

It remains us to define how we treat the return statement

head(c.pr) = return(e′).

The semantics is rather straightforward:

val(c′, top(c).ct(rds)) = va(x, e′)

c′.rd = c.rd− 1.
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7.2 Parallel C

Let us define a parallel C configuration pac. It is parametrized by the number
of threads nt ∈ N and has the following components:

• shared global memory pac.gm,

• shared heap memory pac.hm, and

• threads pac.t : [0 : nt− 1] 7→ {thread configurations}.

A single thread configuration pac.t(i) comprises all the remaining compo-
nents of a C0 configuration: pac.t(i).pr, pac.t(i).rd, pac.t(i).lms.

We aim at a distributed computational model and introduce a step function
which define what thread makes a step:

s : N0 7→ [0 : nt− 1].

Let (paci) be a parallel C computation, i = 0, 1, . . .. We abbreviate (hm′, gm′, t′) =
δC(paci.hm, paci.gm, paci.t(s(i))), then:

paci+1.hm = hm′,

paci+1.gm = gm′,

paci+1.t(j) =

{
paci.t(j) j 6= s(i)

t′ j = s(i).

(7.1)

We have an important question: on what machine we can run this semantics?
The first idea is a hardware C interpreter where one small-step semantics step is
atomic. However, such machines are not available. The second idea is to run on
a real machine the compiled code of threads. Here we also have a problem: the
hardware interleaves at the instruction level in good cases (not self-modifying
code), in general — not at instruction boundaries.

The remedy is to restrict the usage of parallel C. Then one ends with things
like

• JAVA memory model,

• structured parallel C, or

• VCC-C. VCC is a verifying C compiler.

Excursion: Multicore DLX with self-modifying code We need a gen-
eralized ISA. We will split instruction execution in two parts:

• fetch, and

• i−execute.

Previously we had the following components of a DLX configuration c

(c.pc, c.dpc, c.gpr, c.spr, c.m).

We introduce an additional component — an instruction register c.ir.
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We split the transition function according to the two aforementioned parts:

c′ = δf (c),

c′′ = δiex(c′) = δDLX(c).

The transition function δf updates only the instruction register:

c′.ir = c.m4(c.dpc).

We introduce a new step function s′[0 : 2p − 1]. Consider the processor
mc.p(q) makes a step, then:

s′(i) = 2q : perform δf ,

s′(i) = 2q + 1 : perform δiex.

We reconstruct the old step function as follows

s(i) = bs′(i)/2c.

The processor makes a step as follows

(m′, p′) =

{
δf (mci.p(q)) : s′(i) = 2q,

δiex(mci.p(q)) : s′(i) = 2q + 1.

mci+1.m = m′

mci+1.p(x) =

{
p′ : x = q

mci.p(x) : otherwise.

Thus, s′ can interleave between the fetch and i−execute.

fetch: step(2q, t) : ∃i : I(q, IF, t) = i ∧ ueq,t1

i−execute: step(2q + 1, t) : ∃i : I(q, EX, t) = i ∧ ueq,t4

For the i−execute we stepping things twice, for the fetch we have to consider
stalling.

z(t) = {j | step(j, t)}
zl(t) = list(z)

s′[0 : z(t)− 1] = s′[0 : z(t− 1)] ◦ zl

Lecture 29, 04 Feb 2010 (Ulan D.)

In the last lecture we decomposed transition function of the processor into
two parts: instruction fetch and instruction execution.

δ = δf ◦ δex
If δf and δex are considered as independent steps then the processor model is
unsound because δf could happen two times in a row, thus overwriting the IR
register.

Remedy in harwdare design:
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• a single processor has pipeline, fetch is considered to be OOO read. Hard-
ware speculates on “no self modifying code” and checks pipelined dpc.x
for w ∧ ea = dpc.x. If the condition holds the speculative instruction is
rolled back.

• in multiprocessor case, each processor performs coherency snoop, i.e it
snoops writes of other processors and if one the writes overlaps with the
fetched instructions in the pipeline, then those instructions are rolled-back.

7.3 Structured Parallel C

Parallel C program code is split into threads and is compiled thread by thread
into machine code. If p is a C program, then compiled code code(p) ∈ ISA.

7.3.1 Nonoptimizing compiler correctness

Consider two computations:

• ci - C computation,

• di - ISA computation of the compiled code.

We want to state simulation relation between the computations. For this we
need a function s : N0 −→ N such that

∀i ∈ N : (cj)ij=0 simulated by (dj)
s(i)
j=0

In simulation relation consis(c, aba, d):

• c is the C program configuration

• d is the ISA configuration that encodes c

• aba is the allocated base address function that maps C subvariables into
their base addresses: aba : {subvariables} −→ {0, 1}32.

The consis is conjunction of several components:

• e − consis(c, aba, d) – elementary subvariable consistency. Let x be an
elementary subvariable in configuration c then

va(c, x) = d.m4(aba(c, x))

For later use we define e− consis(c, aba, d,X) , where X ⊂ subvariables

• p − consis(c, aba, d) – pointer consistency. Let x be pointer subvariable
then

va(c, x) = y ⇒ d.m4[aba(c, x)] = aba(c, y)

• c− consis(c, aba, d) – code consistency:

d.pc = c.startaddress(code(head(pr)))

where pr is the program rest. Note that this relation is harder to state for
optimizing compiler.
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• s − consis(stack, d.gpr(30), d.gpr(29), . . .) – stack consistency, relates C
stack to the heap pointer (d.gpr(30)), the stack pointer (d.gpr(29)), and
function frames.

Theorem: nonoptimizing compiler correctness

∀i ∈ N : consis(ci, abai, ds(i))

7.3.2 Optimizing compiler correctness

For optimizing compilers we state the simulation relation only for so called
IO-points and for subset of C variables X(i) (typically shared global variables).

Theorem: optimizing compiler correctness

∀i ∈ IO points : consis(ci, abai, ds(i), X(i))

In order to define IO-points, we extend C syntax by adding volatile expres-
sions on variables of elementary type (so that they fit into cache line). For such
expressions we restrict syntax to only assignments of the form V = e or e = V ,
where V is a volatile expression. Compiled code for such assignments consists
of three steps:

1. compute the address of the left hand side (lhs): aba(va(c, V )) in case of
V = e, or aba(va(c, e)) in case of e = V .

2. compute the value of the right hand side (rhs): va(c, e) in case of V = e,
or va(c, V ) in case of e = V .

3. write the value of rhs into memory location defined by lhs. (in single cache
write?)

Compiler doesn’t store volatile variables in registers and doesn’t reorder opera-
tions on such variables.

IO-points are

• either volatile variable accesses: V = e or e = V ,

• or global and heap variables (if they are volatile?),

• or inline assembly expressions or call/return from external assembly func-
tions. Coupling between ISA and C semantics: if an instruction in config-
uration d writes to base address of variable x in C configuration c then the
value of the x in the next configuration must agree with the value written
by the instruction:

sw(d) ∧ ea(d) = aba(c, x)
va(c′, x) = d.gpr(RD(d))
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7.3.3 Using locks for shared data structures

Volatile expressions are not sufficient for correct parallel algorithms. This is
because of store buffers, which break sequential consistency of the memory.
Therefore, parallel algorithms must implement some policy to make store buffers
‘invisible’:

• flush the store buffer before reading a shared volatile variable (Theorem
by Norbet Schirmer).

• flush the store buffer after each write to volatile variable (trivial).

A lock can be implements using atomic test and set instruction on a volatile
variable V . We can parition the shared memory into disjoint data structures
D(i) each of them protected by a lock L(i). If a processor P (q) wants to work
on data structure D(i) then it must first acquire the lock L(i). After that it can
work alone on D(i) as on local data. Upon finishing the work, the processor
P (q) releases the lock L(i) (and flush the store buffer?).

Lemma Let i, j be IO-points, then if consis(ci, abai, ds(i), X) holds and the
code doesn’t touch X between i and j then consis(cj , abaj , ds(j), X) also holds.
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Appendix A

Change Log

See below the modifications of the document with each new revision.

Revision 29

• Editorial Changes: added some Chapter division in the last part of the
lecture

Revision 28

• Extension: Ulan added lecture 29, 04 Feb 2010.

Revision 27

• Extension: christian added lecture 27, 28 Jan 2010.

Revision 25

• Extension: Jerome added lecture 25, 21 Jan 2010.

Revision 24

• Extension: Jan added lecture 23, 14 Jan 2010.

• Extension: Christoph added lecture 22, 12 Jan 2010.

• Editorial Changes: some minor fixes and extensions in Lectures 21

• Editorial Changes: merged lecture 22 and 23, added explanations

Revision 23

• Extension: Mareike added lecture 21, 7 Jan 2010.

Revision 22

• Extension: Sabine added lecture 20, 5 Jan 2010.
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Revision 21

• Extension: Andrey added lecture 19, 30 Dec 2009.

Revision 20

• Extension: Artem A. added figure and refinement for lecture 18, 18 Dec
2009.

Revision 19

• Extension: Artem A. added lecture 18, 14 Dec 2009.

Revision 18

• Extension: Mikhail added lecture 17, 10 Dec 2009

Revision 17

• Extension: Ulan added lecture 16, 8 Dec 2009

• Correction: Replaced ‘paragraph’ command with ‘section’ command and
fixed few typos in lecture 15. I think everybody should structure their
lectures with sections instead of paragraphs, and also use ‘definition’ en-
vironment instead of simply making the word ‘Definition’ bold.

• Correction: Added tlb.din and MDRR into the MMU data path picture.

Revision 16

• Extension: Christian added lecture 15, 3 Dec 2009

• Editorial Changes: proof read Lecture 11: reordered and renumbered
lemmata, added explanations, extended proofs

• Typo: definition of local(i, j, t): r(i, j) ∨ w(i, j) not r(i, j) ∧ w(i, j)

• Typo: state update in 1-step model:
∨
k

CH(k) instead of V CH(k)

• Definition: Lecture 11, A(i, j, t) must include i in case of a hit (BC), s.t.
also aca1(i).data(a) is updated with BCdata(i, j, t)

• Typo: end of Lecture 11: order σ not δ

Revision 15

• Extension: Hristo added lecture 14, 1 Dec 2009

• Typo: protocol bit translation lemma, master broadcast: /ca(j).mprotoutoet

• Editorial Changes: proof read rest of Lecture 10: enhanced notation
and explanations
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Revision 14

• Extension: Alexandra added lecture 13, 26 Nov 2009

• Definition: fixed s(i, j) definition, hopefully once and for all

• Definition: fixed main theorem in lecture 9: e(i, j) instead of e(i, j)− 1

• Editorial Changes: proof read Lecture 10: corrected typos, added re-
marks and explanations

Revision 13

• Extension: proofread lecture 9, add explanations

• Definition: Lecture 9, start of correctness proof, updated/corrected def-
initions of s(i, j), bw(i, j, b), last(a, b, t) and main theorem

Revision 12

• Definition: Lecture 5, added s(i,0), s(i,j) , e(i,j) definitions from the
cache’s side of view

• Definition: Lecture 9, corrected definition of M(a, b, t) in Lecture 9

• Definition: Lecture 10, rewrote Lemma (automata sync)

• Editorial Changes: Lecture 11, corrected typos; rewrote lemma 4, lemma
8, lemma 10, corrected definitions and remarks

• Definition: Lecture 12, bit string definitions to Basics

Revision 11

• Extension: Artem S. added Lecture 12, 24 Nov 2009

• Definition: rewrote definition of dirty(i), fixed typo in definition of tran-
sition (10) mwait→ mprot: /dirty(i)

• Editorial Changes: extended chapter and section structure, added MOESI
protocol tables and some explanations, updated state invariants

• Definition: ca ↔ p,e(i, j): tidied up notation, the value of a signal in
cycle t is the value after all signals (Mealy or clocked) have stabilized.
This value is identical to the value of a signal at the time of clock edge
t+ 1.

Revision 10

• Extension: Jérôme added lecture 11, 19 Nov 2009

• Notation: proofread lectures 7 and 8, updated notation

• Extension: added explanations to arbiter
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Revision 9

• Definition: Lectures 5,6: new definitions for s(i, j) and e(i, j), also no
need to raise mbusy during localW

• Definition: mbusy is a Mealy signal, updated bus protocol diagram

Revision 8

• Notation: Lecture 4: Abstract and concrete cache data equality has been
refined.

• Notation: proofreading lecture 6, some updates to definitions e.g. CA,
phit, trying to disentagled protocol and data paths

• Explanation: clarified state transitions for idle

• Extension: Mareike added lecture 9, 10 Nov 2009

• Extension: Steven added lecture 10, 12 Nov 2009

Revision 7

• Definition: automata states again renamed

• Eyad added Lecture 8, 5 Nov 2009

Revision 6

• Done some minor changes in the lecture 3

• Definition: Lecture 4: master bus protocol signals now connected to
b.mprot via tristate drivers

Revision 5

• Proof-reading and corrections in first 20 pages

Revision 4

• Definition: 6 Nov 2009: on the cycles figure from the first lecture moved
an impulse to the first row, corrected inputs on 3-port cache RAM figure
and carry lookahead basic circuit figure

• Extension: 6 Nov 2009: added drawings of parallel prefix circuit, condi-
tional sum adder and carry lookahead adder, added closed formula for the
delay of the parallel prefix

Revision 3

• Definition: 5 Nov 2009: renamed states of control automata

• Extension: Sabine added Lecture 7, 3 Nov 2009
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Revision 2

• Moved Definition: 4 Nov 2009: Moved definition of byte so that it is
available for the definition of the n · 8-modifier (Lecture 7) that I placed
with the other circuit definitions

• Extension: Jan added Lecture 6, 28 Oct 2009

• Typo: Lecture 5, 22 Oct 2009: ca→ p Interface, p instead of pa

Revision 1

• Definition: Lecture 4, 26 Oct 2009: replaced items 4) and 5) of state
invariants by stronger version

• Extension: added Lecture 5, 26 Oct 2009 and slave automaton from
Lecture 6

• Notation: Lecture 4, 22 Oct 2009: synonyms for cache states now e.g.
ca.s(a).E instead of ca.E

• Typo: Lecture 4, 22 Oct 2009: “Abstract cache state defined by memory
line address”, aca.s(a) = aca.s(a′) instead of aca.S(a) = aca.S(a′)

• Typo: Lecture 4, 22 Oct 2009: definition of M(a), aca(i).s(a) instead of
aca(h).s(a)
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